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++ Customize Your Kitchen
Part One of our kitchen maleeouerfeatures plans
for this contefltporary Craftsman kitchen is[and, a
4orgf kitchen storage solutions, and techniquesfor
building low- co s t liminate counterto[)s.
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ps.+O Dream Kitchen lsland
0NLINE EXTRA: CUfiNG DIAGRAM
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pg.)d Making laminate Countertops

/ a r
pg.OZ 12 Kitchen Storage Solutions

OO Revolutionary New Tools!
Don't be surprised by the compact size of these
cgrdlus impact driyers.With their powerful punch
for driuingfwteners, they're the nan must-haie tool.

6B roolTest: lmpact Drivers
We test seven 74.4-uolt cordless impact drhters to

fnd out which ones work best, See our results for
"Editor's Choice" and "Top Value" award winnets.
9NLINE EXTRA: 3 B)NUS T00L REVTEWS
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/ Z uign-Definition yard Divider
Defining the borders of your yard has never been
more stylish and simple. Made of durable cedar
and pressure-treated lumber, this divider has a
modular design that makes it easy to build.
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IN EVERY
ISSUE

WORKBENCH SHOP TIPS
.).)
J L 3 Handy Clamping Tips
Cet more use frorn your clamps with these three
great tips. Plus, the right way to make a plunge
cut with a circular saw.

READER'S WORKSHOP
- t /
ZO Thin-Strip Ripping Jig
Thk simple shop-built deuice makes ripping thin
strips on the table saw easier than ever before.The
secret is its builrin push block.
0NLINE VIDE0: USTNG THE RtPPING JtG

BENCH BASICS
a. r
J ZTips for Top-Quality Crosscuts
Itarn how to make clean, safe, and accurate table
saw crosscuts every time.
0NLtNE VtDE0: CR)SSCUTTTNG TECHNIQUES

THE CUTTING EDGE
,-, ()
J O Titanium-Coated Cutting Tools
Titanium is the hottest thing since carbide. But
does it really help you work wood better? We
tested seueral bits and blades to find out.
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Questions & Answers

Tips & Techniques
Finishing Fundamentals
Tool Close-Up
Tools & Products
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ocluesfions
O(ANSWERS

on edge obout
THICKNESS PLANING?

I don't haue a jointer for puttingJlat, straight edges on stock. I do haue a
thiekness planer, though, that does a great job on the Jaces oJ boards. Can
I use it to "joint" boards by Jeeding them through on edge?

I'd never call a planer a sub-
stitute for a jointer, but
there are times when it's the

perfect tool for putting a smooth,
finished edge on a workpiece.

'When 
planing workpieces on

edge, though, you need to remember
that a planer is capable of the task,
but not designed for it.That brings
a few special considerations into play.

Gang Cut for Consistency -
The most effective way to edge-
plane is to group multiple pieces
together, and run them all through
the planer at the same ame (Photo,
aboue). 1 find this parricularly useful
for trimming door rails and stiles to
exactly the same final width.

For best results, cut all of the
pieces to the same rough width
before planing.Also, start with pieces
that are extra long so that you can
cut offany snipe at the ends.

Then, just hold the pieces
together and pass them through the
planer.You can make a large group

Ralph Hansen
. Atlanta, GA

easier to handle by sticking them
together with double-sided tape.Just
make sure to carefully align the edges
that will ride against the planer table.

Supports Aid Single Boards -

It's also possible to edge-plane a
single board. But the board can easily
tip over because the planer has no
fence to support it, and the feed
rollers and knives exert a lot offorce.
The board isnt likely to kick back,
but it will ger rorn up.

To solve this problem add scrap-
wood "outriggers" (Illustrations, ight).
Stick the outriggers to the work-
piece with double-sided tape, making
sure they sit flush with the bottom
edge ofthe workpiece.

krallel Doesnt Mean Square -

Remember a planer produces an
edge parallel to the edge thatt against
the planer table. So if that edge isn't
square, the one you're planing won't
be, either. Whether gang-planing or
using outriggers, make sure every
board has one square edge.

A To him multiple workpieces to the some width,
ploce the pieces on edge, gong them together, ond
then feed them through o thickness ploner.

G OT Q U E 5T I O N S ? W E HAVE A N SWE RS ! [HI-' 3'#J*:I-J:::IH'-1""-
lnclude full name, address, and daytime phone number. You'll receive Forums: forums.woodnet.net
one of our handsome Workbench caps if we publish your question. Maift Workbench Q&A" 2200 Grand Ave..

Des Moines. IA 50312

o*t')-r,r", \
Tope 

)'Ouhiggers/
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ANSWERS

HETPS ALIGN HINGES
self-centering drill bit

When drilling holes Jor
mou n ti ng cab in et - doo r hi nges,
I haue a lot oftrouble getting

the pilot holes centered exactly in the
hole in the hinge.As a result, the hinges
bind. Is there a simple trick that will
make this task easier?

Kevin Copple
BffiIo, NY

The simplest"trick" I know
for drilling perfectly cen-
tered hinge-screw holes is

to use a self-centering drill bit.
This type ofbit has a sandard twist

bit in a special housing.The housing
contains a spring-loaded sleeve thatt
tapered at the tip, so it seats automat-
ically in the countersunk hole in the
hinge. When you push down, the
sleeve slips into the housing, allowing
the bit to plunge into the wood.

You'll find self-centering bits (also
calledVix bits, the brand narne of the
original) in woodworking catalogs in
sizes to match common screws.

AThe topered tip of
o self-centering bit
seots in the hinge
mounting hole os
you press it into the
hinge. This ensures
occurote screw
posit ioning ond
hinge ol ignment.

Spring

Sleeve



species combine to creote
,,S.P.F" LUMBER

Most tt f '  tht '  corrstnrct iort Irrrtrbcr I  _f i t td at

"S-P-J]" Wltt t t  docs t l t is ntcatt,aud l torp do I

litr nty prcjtcts?

S-P-F is art nbbrevi:rtiort lor
"Sprtrcc, l) i r tc,:rncl Fir," ancl

i t  incl icatcs that thc board

you are buying cor-rlcl be nrillecl fionr

; r r ty  o l -  t l t c ic  spcc i t ' s .  Th is  r . l roup i r ru

nrnkcs sensc bec:rusc :r l l  thlcc typcs

of woocl look :r lnrost cxrrct ly t l -rc

sunrc .  Anc l ,  r l l  th rcc  shurc  s in i i la r

propclt ics thrt ni:rkc t l-rcnr well-

suitcci f  ol  bui lcl inq str lrct lrres.

Quirr Clark

Dctntit, Ml

You can always tel l  whether

you'rc lookir.rg at S-P-F lunrber by

cxanrinins the gr: lde stanrp or label

on each bord (Pltoto, abouc).

Which  boa ld  you shou lc l  buy

dcpcnds l:rrgc'ly on whlt yor.r'll use

it for. Sonre :ire gr:rded lor strength,

rncl others for rppe:rr:rnce.
"Stud" gladc lunrbcl nrcets spc-

cific strength recluirenrents, so you

Groding
Agency

Irorrtc ccntcrs is listcd as

kttrtrl, rulriclt boards to hty

j-

'F ^, vZ

- . {?

,$
'P{ '

! "  " )

i

Sowmill
Number

can be confident that boards with

this stanrp will perform well in walls.

Lurnbcr  bcar i r . rg  a  "No.  1"  o r
"No. 2" nrark is meant for general

light fi-anring (and is suitable as studs).

Borrds thrt l -rave "corunrort" or
"cor-u" irfiel thc- nunrber lre graded

fbr rppcalrncc, not stlt'llqth. (Jse these

fol tr inr wor-k. shop projccts. or .rs

non-load-bcarine fi'aniine members.

A S-P-F lumber
comes from
three species
with simi lor
chorocteristics.
The grode
stomp shows
the detoils.

Preclsely.

Our exclusive Sure-LocrM Miter Gauge

cuts to within 1/60th of a degree.

Even better, you can get it at a fraction

of what you'd expect to pay. lf this

accurately describes what you're

looking for. visit rockler.com"/go/v6310

KED R.OCI(LEFt.
S {  w o o D w o R K r N G  A N D  H A R D w A R E

Create with Confidence*
Product Information Number 214

or  ca l f  1-800-279-4441and ment ion code 16010



ANSWERS

) Smooth, consistent cuts
on o  iob le  sow reou i re  q
properly ol igned blode.

tqble sqw type determines
HOWTO ALIGN THE BLADE

Your tablc saLt, ttme-up articlc (Workburclt,Auottst 2005) slruus ltory to dli,qr tlrc
sarp bladc on tabk' sau,s tlrct ltavc tablc-nrtutntcd tnnmiorrs. Orr nq, ss11,, tlrc tnnmiotts
nlount to tlrc sau, mbinct, ittstcad,Horp do I alisr tltc blddc ou this tyltc of snu?

Rott Larstttt

Mittrrcnpolis, A,IN

Trunnion-nror.rntir-rg systems rlo
vary dependins on thc rype of
saw yoll l-rave. C)n cabinet slr,l's,

the trunnions nlolrnt to the saw cabir-ret,

while on contractor-sryle saws, they n.rount

to the table. Each rype gets adjr-rstecl c'lifi-
ferently to align the blac.le parallel rvith
the miter-gauge slots.

Cabinet-Mounted - On large, st:r-

tionary table saws, mrnufacturers Lrse a
fr-r l ly-enclosed basc, or crbinet. And

because the cabinet is nrade of heavy-

gluge steel, the trr,rnnion assembly can be
bolted directly to it (Cabinct Saw, bcltu,).

To align the bladc on these s:rws, yoll

simpiy loosen the bolts and pivot the
table.You'11 f ind this type of trunnior.r

assembly nrakes blade adjLrstnlent much

easier than the table-nrounted trunnions

comlllon on contfactor-sryle saws.

Thble-Mountsd - Qon11z1ctor'.s sau/s

are clesignecl to be sonrewhrt portable,

s o  r l t c y  c ( ) n l c  c l l u i i r p c d  w i t h  I  l i g h r -

weight, open-legged stand.The problenr

is that tl-re stanc'l nray flex as it sets ntovecl

l rouud.  To  g ive  t l te  rn r r r r r ions  ; l  n ro le

st:cllre mounting point, they bolt directly
to the saw t,tble (Corrtrar\6y $a11', ltclou').

To al ign a t:rble-nrountcd trunnion,
you loosen the nrountinq bolts ancl thcn
pivot the trunnion :rsser-nbly.This can be

cunrbersonre because the bolts lre difh-

cult to access. Plr,rs, you have to take care

to prevent the the trlumiorls fionr slipping

out of l l ignnrent as yon t ighten thent.

Buyer Bewarg - l)o11's think, by the

way, thrt:rn enclosed blse gulrlntees cerlr-

inet-r-nountecl tmnruons.Tl-re new "hybrid"

saws often l-ravc a cabinet-style base, but

use table-nrounted trnnnions. tffi

CONTRACTOR SAW

w o I { K B E N c r H  L t  ( ) c r o B E r {  2 ( } 0 5
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ASSEMBTY VIEW
3/a" dodo,
%" deep Corpet

Tope

quick & eosy
TAPER JIG
Making tapers on the table saw usually requires buying
or building a complicated jig that mounts to the rip
fence. But in a couple minutes I built a simple jig that
attaches to the miter gauge and lets me cut tapers up to
12" long with ease.

This taperjig is an L-shaped assernbly made up of wvo
plywood "legs" (see Assembly View at left).The long leg
acts as a fence that supports the side of the workpiece.
The short leg mounts to the miter gauge. It also forms
a "heel" that pushes the workpiece past the blade.

To make the jig, cut a dado in the rnounting block to
accept the fence.Then glue and screw thejig together.
A couple of triangular braces glued and screwed into the
corner add rigidity.

To set up the jig,just clamp it to the miter gauge. Set
the taper angle by rotating the head ofthe niter gauge.
Make sure itt tilted away from the saw blade to prevent
the workpiece from binding (TopViau Detail).Then attach
the workpiece with carpet tape. (l use cloth-backed tape
because it has a stronger grip than the paper-backed
type.) After securing the workpiece, sl ide the rniter
gauge - jig and all - past the blade to cut the taner

when cu rtins .dj,.;;; 
-i;;;;;)-il;;,""'"'o't

rotate the workpiece and reattach it to the jig.To cut
four-sided tapers,just reattach the wedge-shaped scrap
pieces left from the first two curs with carper tape to hold
the piece in proper posit ion.

Ceorge Person
Costa Mesa, CA

Fol sending us this feature tip, George
Person wrns $300 and a case of caulk
fron Polyseamseal!

Maillips to:
Workbench Tips & Techniques
2200 Grand Ave.
Des Moines, lA 50312

Email: tipsoworkbenchmag.com

NOTE: Set toper
ongle on miter
gouge wiih iig

tilted owoyfrom
the blode

1.2 w o R K B E N C H  f t  o c r o B E R  2 0 0 5
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smoll-piece
ROUTING JIG
When it comes to routing a slot in a small piece, I prefer
to start with an oversize workpiece thatt easy to handle,
and then cut it to final size aJter routing the slot. But
that's not always possible. So I devised this simple jig
that lets me cut a slot in a small piece safely and easily
with a plunge router.

The jig uses pipe clamps to pinch rhe workpiece
between two pllwood'Jaws."Besides holding the work-
piece, these jaws provide a large, stable base for the
router. A pair of stop blocks define the limits of the
router's path.And an L-shaped fence, clamped to one of
the jaws as shown, guides the base of the router.

To set up this jig, clamp the workpiece between the
jaws, making sure it's flush with the top of the jaws.
Next, determine the placement of the stop blocks
and clamp them as shown inthe Photo at right. Finally,
position the fence so the slot will be cut in the desired
location, and clamp it in place.

To rout the slot, set the router base against the
fence and stop block (see lllustration).Then plunge the
bit into the workpiece, and rout in both directions until
the router contacts the stop blocks. Continue routing
a series of deeper passes until you cut the slot all the
way through.

Serge Duclos
Delson,QC, Canada

Curved Surfqce
"Fr}ll, Sonder

Itt hard to sand a workpiece with a
cunrcdprofile (such as cror,vn molding).
A power sander"erases" the fine deails,
and finding (or making) a sanding
block that matches the profile can
take some time.

One simple solution is to stick a
strip of self-adhesive sandpaper to
an old leather belt. The leather is
flexible enough to conform to the
curves of crown molding, yet still
distributes pressure evenly.

NormWard
Indianapolis, IN

Srpen Glue
"Bondoge"

Small cuts and nicks are a pain, but
so is having to stop work and rum-
mage around to find a bandage. So
if I get a minor cut, I put on a dab
of instant glue (Super Glue) to stop
the bleeding. It also keeps splits on
dry hands from cracking open
again. And there's no need to
remove the glue "bandage," as it
will wear off in time. Note:
Don't use instant glue for

serious cuts.

AIIen Landin
Boone, IA

t4 w o R K B E N c H  !  o c r o B E n  2 0 0 5



Enter to win the

$75,000
..DESIGhI YOUR HOME

LIKB THE STARS''*
Sweepstakes

at your local
BenJamln Moore@ storc.

Wn a home makeover by
deslgner Michael Payne!

For participating rctailers
call 1.BOO.6.PAINIT.6

benjaminmoore.com

rAt partlcipatlng ru|3llcN only.
Ofrer valld 8i/l/2005 thru t0ru1/2005

No purehase necessary.

@ 2005 Benlamin MooN & Co. Beniantn Moorc und the
trlangle "M" Bymbol arc rcglstcrcd Dsdcmarks and'lhe Le€der In I'alnt & 0olor ls a lrademad(,

llcensed tro Benlamln MoorT & Co.

TECHNIGIUES

mqke rqised pqnels with q
SHOP-A /ADE TENON JIG
I built the multipurpose table saw sled
featured in the August 2005 issue of
Workbench. Besides using it for crosscut-
ting and cutting tenons, I found it also
works great for making raised panel
doors. Simply remove the back stop from
the tenon jig accessory and clamp the

hose helps you
TAKE THE EDGE OFF

panel to the face of the jig with the alu-
minum hold-downs. Then tilt the saw
blade to the desired bevel angle, and cut
all four sides of the panel (see Photo).

Lloyd I-owry
Calueston,TX

My portable thickness planer has built-
in handles for carrying it around, but
there's not enough clearance under
them for me to get a good grip on the
tool. So I usually pick it up by the top.
The problem there, however, is that the
top has sharp edges that dig into
my hands.

To ease these sharp edges, I covered
them with short pieces of garden hose
that are slit lengthwise (see Photo).^fhe
hose is held in place by plastic cable
ties that pass through holes drilled in
the top (see lllustration).This ̂ rrange-
ment lets me move my planer around
comfortably.

Bruce Wrenn
Apex, NC

w o R K B E N c H  f l  o c r o B r n  2 0 0 5
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GET TRUER COLORS
I'ue noticed tlmt sonte oftlrc stairrs I ttse hava d thick sludge at tlrc bottont

of the can that I hauc to stir in,wltile otltcrs do not. Are tlrcse staim diJ-

ferent? Is one better tlmrt the othcr?

Bob Stiers

Portsntoutlr, NH

Most wood stair-rs get tl-reir

color from a mixture of

p ignrenr  (na tur r l  o r  syn-

thetic colored earth) and dye (r

chemicai ly-made colorant).  These

two ingredients are mixed with a

liquid "binder," which is usually oil

but can also be varnish, lacquer, or

water-based, to create stain. Many

stains also contain r.nineral spirits,

which is the vehicle used to carry the

stain to the surface of the wood.

Pigment-Heary Stains - Sonre

stains (usually the darker colors) have

far more pigment than dye. Pignent

doesn't dissolve in liquid, so it often

sett les to form that sludge you

noticed on the bottorr of the can

(Photo, aboue right).

To get a consistent color with this

rype of stain, itb important to stir the

sludge in frequently while you work.

Another thing to be aware of with

pigment-hear,y stain is that it doesn't

penetrate wood as well as dye. Ifyou

let it sit too long, it can obscure the

grain, so be sure to thoroughly wipe

offthe excess stain.And wipe ri,itlr the

grain, as pigments have a tendency to

leave cross-grain streaks.

Dye-Heavy Stains - Stains

with nrore dye, which are usually

l ighter colors, won't sett le, so you

dorr ' t  l rrve to won'y rbout st irr ing

them ls much.They also penetrate

thc wood better. As a result,  they

showcase the grair-r instead of

obscuring it. But these dyes are usu-

ally iess resistant to fading, so itt best

to  r rvord  t rs ing  ther r r  on  a  p ro jec t

that will get a lot of direct sunlight.

Pigment or Dye? Here's How to Check -

To see if the stoin you chose hos more pigment
or more dye, use o stir stick to scrope the bottom
of o new con. lf i i pulls up solids kight), then thot
is pigment you' l l  wont to st i r  in wel l .  l f  there ore
no solids, but the stick gets colored eosily (left),
then the stoin is mostly dye.

lnclude full name, address, and daytime phone number. You'll receive
one of our handsome Workbench caps if we publish vour question.

Aside' 6-r>nr tl-rc pignrent or the

dye, the binclcr can affect the

color of wood stain as well .  Most

stains use linseed oil as the binder.

I t  has a d:rrk, nrurky color l ike

unused urotor oi l .  But sonre of

the newer rvood stains Llse a soy-

based o i l  b inder ,  rvh ich  hrs  a

clerrer color l ike vegetrble oi1.

To see i fsoy oi l  str in acturl ly

creirtes trlrer color, I ran a test. I

stlined nvo sicles of a wood panel

rvith "Rec'l Oak" stains, one soy-

based (fror.nVarathane), and one A soy-bosed
lirrseed-oil-based. Sure enough, stoin fleftl pro-
the soy-based stain had a truer vided better
reddish color that higldighted the color ond
grain instead of obscuring it, l ike clority thon lin-
the linseed oil stain. seed oil (right).

friti,dr$i$t;d;,ffi

Email: finishins@workbenchmas.com
Forums: forums.woodnet.net
Mail: Workbench Finishing Fundamentals,
2200 Grand Ave., Des Moines, IA 50312

w o R K B E N c H  !  o c r o B e n  2 0 0 5



SEAICOATS
I noticed a product called sanding
sealer at my local home center the
other day.What is the purpose of

thk product? WII it giue me better resuhs
with myfnishing jobs?

Matthew Morris

Columbia, MO

Sonding seoler is iust o thinned
finish wlth zinc steorote odded to it.
The zinc steorote mokes it sond
eosi!, but it creotes dust os you sond.

Sanding sealer is intended to

be applied to wood before the

topcoat to make sanding easier.

In real i ty, i t 's nothing more than a

thinned finish that has zinc stearate (a

common lubricant) mixed into it.The

sealer is available in varnish, lacquer,

and water-based formulations.

Zrnc stearate makes sanding sealer

softer than cured finish, so sanding is a
smoother process. But it does produce a

lot of dust as you sand, so be sure to

remove it before applying the next coat.

That coat, by the way, should be the reg-

ular finish.Too many coats of a stearated

finish will produce a "soft" suface.

To save money, you can skip the

sanding sealer and use a thinned-down

version ofthe topcoat as the sealcoat. If
you're using varnish, for example, just

mix varnish and mineral soirits in a 1 :1
ratio for the sealcoat. Ifi-

Product lnformation Number 262

If you want a qudity
;ffiklt &td you want
It frst. the name to
look for is ZARo.

ZAR Premtum Quatity Ott-Basd
Vbod Stain provides rich uniform color
in just 3-hours. This new fast-drying
formula is arailable in 20 popular colon
dnd a tint-base for custom colom.

ZAR UHRA Fast Drying
Polyurethane is an oil-based
polyurethane which provides a beautiful

protective finish that will last in the
toughest conditions. lt dries and can be
recoated in iust 2-hours. Available in
gloss, semi-gloss, satin and antique flat
sheens for the look you want.

ZAR Wood Stain and Clear Finishes,
the perfect choice for the fastest finish
- Making you the winner.

Product Intormation Number 246



TIPS FROM THE

3 quick & eosy
CLAMP SOIUTIONS
Like mony proiects, the kitchen islond (pog"
46) provides severol clomping chollenges.
These three simple tips help solve them.

EXTEND REACH OF BAR
The construction of the doors and
end assemblies of the island is a bit
unusual. First, stops are glued into
grooves in the frame pieces.Then 1/4"

plywood panels are glued to the stops.
The only problem is most bar

clamps don't have enough reach to
clamp the panels.

To extend their reach, make a pres-
sure plate and two clamp blocks from

CTAMPS
scrap 3 / 4" plywood (Illustrations, right).
The pressure plate is 1/2" smaller than
the panel, so it sits flat against it.The
clamp blocks just need to be long
enough for the clamps to reach.

To glue in a panel, apply glue to
the stops. Then put the panel into
the frame, lay the pressure plate on
top, and set the clamp blocks on top
of it. Finish by clamping as shown.

ClahP
?rcaaiure blocllk

?la* (
t \
i t
. \  ' . . - l '  '  '

t"- '.- '' .1  . . . - .  
'

hncl--1 _ .--: 
-- ' 

.;

l ' : -  

, . . .  
. .  

_ ;  . . .

'-''....:::.

WEDGE WORKS WONDERS FOR CTAMPING EDGING

'Flr*t6prcad

AdhpclYc onbiac baak

Siioid;
Ftrf,nlch pancl
agalnalbaak

,:lhlft{a ftn
.:

CaaaDaok

The vertical edging for the divider

is applied after the case for the

kitchen island is assernbled. Since

the back is already instal led, you

can't clamp acrosss the divider with

a long clamp.

NO-CIAMP "CLAMP'
Sometimes the best clamping solu-

tion is to not use clamps at all.Thatt

the case with the 1/4" plywood
"finish" panel glued to the back of
the case.

Since this panel is quite large, itt
not practical,  or even possible, to
clamp it  in place. And you don't
want to risk using contact cement

and prematurely adhering the panel

before it's properly positioned.

So the best solution is to use con-

struction adhesive.You can apply the
adhesive to the back of the panel
(Photo, above). Or, apply it to the back
of the case (Illustration, left). Either
way, press the panel into place. To

speed up the curing process, pull the

So I used C-clamps and wedges

to apply pressure.Just tighten each

C-clamp around the divider, as

shown in the llhtstration.. Then tap

in a wood wedge to apply pressure

against the edging.

L A 1/ l  beod of construct ion
odhesive opplied every 3" ensures
o strong bond without clomping.

panel away from the back to expose

the adhesive to the air. Then repo-

sition the panel and tap it with a
mallet and block to ensure the glue

is evenly distributed.
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TIPS F'ROM THE

I

sr"
t'tY

S. ",1a,
To complete the cui, guide

the sqw olong the stroight-
edge un t i l  you  reoch the
opposite end of the notch.

sove time - cut o smooth

NO-SAND NOTCH
E:rcl r  s t r r r rgcr  i r r  t l r c  r ' : r r t l  t i i v idc r
(1 ta ,gL  t  ) )  h : rs  : r  lonq .  t l ccor : r t rVc

lo tch  n  i th  rount lc t l  cn t l s .  M, rk rnq

thc  cur - r ' c r l  cu ts  i s  cusr ' .  J r rs t  use  : r
j r g  s : r r r '  ( 1 : i . g  I l . l J u t  i i v o u  r ' u t  t h c

Ionq. str:r iqlrt  p.u't  of thc rrotch u i t l r

r r  . j rq  s : ru .  r 'ou ' l l  l r c  f : rccd  u  i t l r  thc

l inrc-corrsur r r  i  r  rr- l  t .rsk of s;r rrt i l  r  rq t lr  e

c t lqc  s rnoot l r .
' l i r  

rn lkc  : l  \ t l l i q l r t .  s r r roo th  cu t .

i t ' s  bcs t  t ( )  L lsc  : l  c i rcu l l r r  s l rn  qLr idcd

br '  . r  s t : - :uq l r tc r lqc  t l r l t ' s  c lu r r rpc t l  to

t l t c  s t l inqcr -  ( l : i .g .  )1 . '1 ' l r rs  rc ty tu lcs

r n r r k i n q  r r  p l u r r q c  ( ' u t .  \ \  h r c l r  i s

c rp l : r r rcd  rn  l r iq r rn ' . i  L r t t t l  . J .

After loying out the dec-
orotive notch, use o iig sow
to moke the curved cut ot
both ends of eoch str inger.

Flrel: Cut,
ourte with jig eaw

Rest  the f ront  of  the shoe
f i rm ly  ogo ins t  t he  boq ro ,
turn the sow on,  ond p ivot
the b lode into the wooo.

5eaond: Make atraight
out, with airaular saw

is one of the most versati le blades available and the only blade you wil l need.
Excellent for ripping, crosscutting and mitering wood, plastic laminates,
plywood veneers and particle boards.

fhe Amana TooF Presliger8 Saw illade, #P81040
is the blade to have handy for all your remodeling projects.

1 0" d iameter and 40 teeth

]:LLL tL LL tL

fletailSpecial
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. 1  . C

l , t2ryt , j ; ;  l1 ;y i1
Precisionground D-10
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Reduces vibration and noise

IunF:sd ?11t,
trtlasriive (.105'mick)

$49e5
List Price$8765 L  .  t "  ' .  / . : l i \ . . , { ,

.  e '  '  -  . - . . r  &
ETLAEDE -..'\"\:.

THE ONLY ONE YOU NEED!

"ril't Am AnA IOOI@ For the woodworking toots that the professionats use,,r't High Perlornance culting Tools please visit the Amana tool website at: www.amanatool.com

Product  lnformat ion Number 172
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Ripping
Thin Slrips

lhrltondrilmuirnom

toble sow sled for
RIPPING THIN STRIPS
If you've built many cabinets from
plywood, I'm sure you've experi-
mented with different ways to rip
the thin wood strips used to cover
the exposed plywood edges.

One method is to set the rip fence
so the strip thatt cut ends up between
the saw blade and the fence.With this
method, you can set the fence once

and forget it. The only problem is
that the cutoffstrip can bind against
the blade and kick back at you.

Another approach is to cut the
strip from the board so it falls to the
outside o{ the blade. Using this
method, you have to reset the fence
for each cut,which makes it dificult
to get strips of identical thickness.

This table saw sled, designed by
Suwat Phruksawan ofPleasant Hill.
CA, solves those problems. It lets
you rip multiple strips to exacdy the
same thickness without having to
move the rip fence for each cut.

How It 
'Works - If you look

at the Construction View on page 27,
you can see that the sled has three
main parts: a guide that clamps to
the rip fence, a sliding base, and a
push block that's hinged to the base.

Notice that there's a tongue on
the bottom edge ofthe guide that fits
into a groove in the base.This inter-
locking tongue and groove keeps
the base aligned during the cut.

As I mentioned, the base slides on
the table saw. But it's important to
note that it only does that during the

fnal part of the cut.At rhe beginning
of the cut, it's actually "locked" in
place on the table. At this stage, the
workpiece rides against it like a fence.

The easiest way to understand all
this is to walk through a cut. Start by
positioning the rip fence (with the
guide clamped on), so the distance

>Next, tilt the push
block up so the heel
hooks over the edge of
he sow ond "locks" lhe
sled in ploce (lnset,
belowJ.To begin the cut,
turn on the sow ond run
the workpiece ogoinst
the edge of the sled.

APosition the sow's rip fence so the edge
of the sled sits the width of o strip from
the blode. Then odjust the heel so it
touches the blode os shown. Tightening
o poir of knurled knobs on the end of the
push block locks in fie setting.

26 u / o R K B E N c H  D  o c r o B E R  2 0 0 5
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NOTE: For deioils of
push block construction,

see poge 30
berween the sled and the saw blade
matches the width of the strip you
want to cut.Then you adjust a small
heel on the end ofthe push block,
so it sticks out this same distance
(Fig.1,page 26).

Now pull the sled toward you,
until a metal L-shaped stop on the
base hooks the far end of the saw
table. Once the sled stops, tilt the push
block up.This causes the inboard end
of the heel to catch the saw table,
which "locks" the sled (Fig, 2).

To make a cut, begin by sliding
the workpiece along the edge of the
sled. When the end of the piece
reaches the back of the sled, the
push block flips down (Fig. 3).ThLs
releases the sled, allowing it to slide
forward and push the strip past the
blade (Fig.4).

After completing the cut, you
simply repeat the process for each
additional strip until the workpiece
is too narrow to make the cut safely.
Be sure to work with a piece thatt at
least 2" wide.This way,your left hand
will remain well away from the blade.

#8x  l "  Fh
Woodscrew

Hondle
PA" ply, x 57e" x 9"f

Hondle Block ,.-.-
P/a" pV.x3Vz" xl2"l

Guide
llVz" ply.t 2n t 29t7rrf 

\"'-r

#10 Flqt

l/t" x3/t" x 55/g"l

NOTE: For detoils of
bose construction,

see poge 28Feotherboord
(32" ply. x 3u x

Binch Dog
"Feolher-Loco
Feotherboord

AWhen the end of the workpiece reoches the bock
of the sled, the push block flips down, ollowing

: : :'::: : : ::" : ^":: :::':"

A The sled con now slide forword, ollowing the heel
on the push block to push the workpiece through
the blode. A feotherboord holds the strip down.

27
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stort by building the
STIDING BASE
The fint step in building this table saw

sled is to make a pllwood base.There's

nothing critical about its width (ours

is 7" wide).As for length, measure the

depth ofyour saw table from the front

edge to the outside ofthe back fence

rail.Then add l/,r" to allow for the

thickness of the metal stop.

After cutting the base to size, the

next step is to cut a shallow groove

(Tbngue E Croove Detail).Ttns groove

accepts a tongue on the guide.The

tongue and groove work together to

keep the sled aligned during the cut.

To complete the base, you'll need

to attach the stop. Itsjob is to prevent

the sled from being pulled too far

back,which could cause the blade to

cut into the featherboard.The stop is

a piece of aluminum bar stock that's

bent to fit around the back rail ofyour

table saw (Stop Detail).It fits into a

notch thatt cut into the end of the

base and is simply screwed into place.

Make the Guide-Nowyou can
focus on the guide that keeps the base
on track. It! made up of two pieces of
3,/a" ply'wood. To form pockets for
clamps, cut a couple ofnotches in the
outer piece. Then glue the halves
together. Now itt just a matter of cut-
ting a rabbet to form the tongue that
fits into the groove in the base. The
goal here is a smooth sliding fit.

Add a Featherboard - All thatt
left is to add a featherboard to hold
down the thin strip as it's ripped from
the workpiece. The featherboard is
held in place by a plywood support.A
groove in the support accepts the bar
on the featherboard.

The location of the featherboard
support is important.You'll want to
position it so there's at least 1rr clear-
ance benveen the featherboard and
the saw blade when the sled is pulled
all the way back.This way,you won't
accidentally cut into the featherboard.

A Pressure is
opplied by o
feotherboord
for o conholled
cut. A metol
L-shoped stop
keeps you
from pull ing
the sled too
for bock.

NOTE: Guide is
two pieces of
32" plnvoodGuide

11V2"ply. x2".x29Vz"l

| "-wide nokh,
/a" deep

#8x  l "  Fh
Woodscrew

#8 x lVz"
Fh Woodscrew

Siop

lominoted together

Bench Dog
"Feolher-Loc"
Feotherboord

t r  o c r o s e R .  2 0 0 5

.fli... *./0,, Support

# 8 x l " F h

NOTE: Bend stoo
tro fit over bock roil

3/8" gioove,
%" deep

28
Yg"-thick Aluminum Boq l "-wide )
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PUSH BTOCK ASSEMBTY

Hondle
P/a" ply. x 57s" x 9")

it qll hinges on the
PUSH BTOCK
With its large curved handle, this push block could
easily be mistaken for an ordinary push block (Photo,lef).
A closer look reveals what makes it unique - an
adjustable heel that pushes the workpiece through the
blade (see lllustration below).

Shape the Handle - Start by layng out the shape
of the handle on a piece of3la" plywood (Pauern,below).
Then cut the handle to rough shape and sand up to
the line. To provide a comfortable grip, you'll want to
round over all the edges ofthe handle except for the
bottom. A 1/4" roundover bit mounted in the router
table makes quick work of that.

Once the handle is sanded and shaped, the next step
is to mount itto a3/4" plywood block. Simply glue and
screw the handle to the block, as shown.

Adjustable Heel - Now itt time to add the adjusable
heel. It's a strip of l/4"-thick hardwood with the corner
knocked off at an an{e (Parts View, below).This is so it
wont catch on the guide when you tilt the push block up.

To make the heel adjustable, two machine screws
pass through holes drilled in the heel and also through
a slot in a 1/4" plywood mounting plate (Adjustable Heel
Mounting Detail).Tightening a pair of knobs on the ends
of the screws "locks in" the adjustment.

Since the mounting plate is fairly small, cutting the
slot can be tricky.A safe way to do that is to drill a hole
at each end of the slot and remove the rest of the waste
with a scroll saw (Parts View). That done, screw the
mounting plate to the handle block and assemble the heel.

All thatt left is to hinge the handle block to the base
of the sled.To do that, simply align the handle block flush
with the edge of the base and install the hinges, as shown
in the Construction View on page 27 .ry

Adlustoble Heel
l/4" x3ft" x55/g"l

f
I

i
I
L

s/sz" hole,
counbrsunk
on underside

3/ro" hole,
counbrsunk

s/6" hole,
couniersunk

3/rc"-wide slot,
2l%c" long

fra

ilr
I
I

Ir
I Hondle Block
U p/a" ply.x3Vz" xl2"l

#8 x lVz"Fh
Woodscrew

I
I
I

l}
I
I

t
tr
ii
r l
Ir

N
\J

H""l 
' #10 Flot Wosher

3/a"p-

MOUNTING PLATE 9"------------l
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cRosScurs
nc' of the nrost basic

table saw operations,

ye t  one o f  the  nros t

cri trcal for wood-

working success, is the

crosscut. As the nanre ir-npl ies, this
means cutt ing : icloss the width of

a  bor rd  to  t r i r r r  i t  to  ex lc t  le r r { th .

Usually, crosscuttin!l involves cut-

ting across a board at 90o. It'.s possiblc

to crosscut at an anele, but these

angled cuts are r.rsually refc'rred to as

miters. Here, we'll focus on 90o cuts.

In order to crosscllt a boarcl safely

and accr-rrately on the table saw yorl

need a nreans ofholding i t  precisely

square to the bl:rde as you cut.This

is accor.nplished with a nriter galrse,

showr-r orr the next plge.

The rnitel gau€le is really nothing

nlore than a pr-rsh block attached to

a lons bar that ricles in either of two

slots in the saw table. There's one
slot on each side of the blade, r,vhich

nleans you can use the ruiter gauge

in eithel of two loc:rt ions.

Thc he:rd of tl-re nriter grruge has

a flat firce thlt pusl-rcs tl-rc Lrorrrcl ancl

, ' ; rrr bc :rdjr.rsrcd to clrrrrrr: t '  t l rc rrrrslc

of the cut. Sinrplc' ils it nrry be, you'11

find tl'rat i,rccrll'ate crosscllts clcpcncl

o r r  : r  qo t rd  r r r i t c r  g . r t rvc .
I{enrenrber", too, th:rt yor-r'll never

get top perfornunce unlcss tl-re blade

is set parallel to the nriter-qauge slots.

You can rcfer to the Auerxt 2005 issue

of Workbertclt  for infornrauon on

aligning the blacle. Or, cl.reck vour

owrrcr\ rrr:rrrrnl fbl i r tst lr .rctrons.

Another thing t l-rrt  deternrines
( ' ros \c r . r t t i l rg  s r . rCC( ' \ \  i s  t l r c  typc  o i

saw blac1e you r-rse.You can get ver"y

good resr: l ts with a crrbide-t ipped
"combination" blade designed for

both crosscr-rts and ler.rsthr,vise (rip)

cuts. l lut lbr top-qualiry crosscuts,

invest in r crossclrt blacle (Bor, /clil.

With a tuned-up saw, :r properly

ad.;ustecl nriter e;ruge,:rnd the correct

type ofblacle,yor-ri-e rerdy to closscut.

Wc'll show you horv over the next

three paqes.

) B L l {  2 0 0 5

CLOSE.UP
Getting a clean crosscut requires a blade designed
for the task (Photo,below).Thatt because of the way
wood fibers are oriented in a board. In simple terms,
the fibers are like hollow straws running length-
wise. When crosscutting, you're actually tearing
through the tough walls of these fiber "straws."

To understand this, think about chopping a log
with an axe - sort of a 1-tooth saw blade.You
can split (rip) the wood easily in a few strokes
because you're forcing the fibers apart, but you
have to chop many times to cut a log to length.

I "u 'u i ,
I  v r

L /  "L ,
v l

f f i f lx"
2?tll

t l l
,r ' i ; '

l :#r :
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READYTHEMITER GAUGE
A miter gauge holds a board at a paf,-
ticular angle to the blade as you cut.
It corsiss of an adjusable, protractor-
style head with a face the board rests
against, and a steel bar that slides in
slos in the saw able (Illustration,ight).

Using a miter gauge is simple.Just
hold the boarrd snug against the face,
and then push the gauge and board
together past the blade.

Adjust the Gauge -To get great
results, you need to set up the miter
gauge accurately. Start by making
sure the bar fits snugly in each slot,
but without binding. If there's slop,
some bars have adjusable set screws.

Now use a square to set the head
at exacdy 90o to the saw blade.Then
set the stop on the head petail).For

more setup tips, go to Bench Basics
Online at WorkbenchMaeazine.com.

Shop-Made Upgrade - A
miter-gauge face is only 6tt to 7tl

wide, which makes it hard to push
workpieces longer than about 18"
without them racking

To increase miter-gauge capaciry,
add an auxiliary face. Mine is a
21/2" x24" piece of 3/+" plywood. It
extends beyond the blade to push the
workpiece and cutoffttuough the cut.
A 11,/4"-all kerf*uough the face serves
as a guide for cutting
boards to length.

Sow Kerf
prwides eosy
reErencE lor

oligning cutline

Bor
slides in slots

in the sow tnble

Set Scrcw
ollows odiustment
of bor br proper
fir in rob6 sl6rs

Heod -=-
guides workpiece,
odiusts trc control

ongle of cut

Hondle
tightens trc lock
the heod ongle

a?

is ground flot ond
ouore to sow loble

\ Siop Block
simplifies cutting

Foce

pieces to
the some length

FOR REPEATABLE RESULTS, USE STOP BIOCKS -

Auxiliory,Foce
supports long

'When 
cutting multiple pieces to the

same length,measuring each one can
lead to error. Instead, position a stop
block the desired distance from the
blade, and then butt your workpieces
against it. I use two types ofblocks.

Auxiliary-Face Stop Block -

The stop I use most clamps to the
auxiliary face (np isht).It's Lshaped,
so itt easy to set up and sits square.
The stop hangs t/a" above the saw
table to prevent sawdust from accu-
mulating and causing inaccurate cub.

Rip-Fence Stop Block - My
other favorite stop block clamps to
the rip Gnce several inches beJore the
blade.As you push the board with the
miter gauge, a gap opens between the
end ofthe piece and the fence to pre-
vent binding pottom ight). Use this
blockfor cutting short pieces,or those
too long for a face-mounted block.

Auxiliary-Face Stop Block. To
accurately crosscut multiple work-
pieces to the same length, clamp a
stop block to the auxil iary face. The
"keeper" (the piece you want to
save) sits between the blade and stop
block. The waste (which you'l l discard
or cut another piece from) is on the
far side of the blade.

Rip Fence Stop Block. Never use the
rio fence alone as a stoo when cross-
cutting. The cutoff can get trapped
between the fence and blade and
kick back. A fence-mounted block
removes the hazard by creating a gap
between the end of the board and
the fence. In this case, the "keeper"
is between the fence and the blade.

W W W . W O R K B E N C H M A G A Z I N E .  C O M 33



CUTLINE
If I only need to cut one or two pieces to a specific

length, I don't bother with a stop. I just mark a cutline

on the board.That sounds simple enough, but where you

make the mark is important.

On Edge - Often, people mark the cutline on the

face ofthe board, near the leading edge.This leaves room

for error as you "eyeball" its position relative to the blade.

Instead, make your mark on the leading edge of the board,

as shown at right. Before turning on the saw you can push

the board up tight to the blade and align the mark exactly

with the edge of a tooth.

About Face - Ifyou're using an auxiliary face on the

miter gauge (page 33),you can mark the_face of the board,

but at the trailing edge.Then, align your cutline with the

edge of the saw ker{in the auxiliary face. Because it aligns

exactly with the blade, you get an accurate cut without

having to lean over to see the blade.

To olign cut with kerf in
ouxiliory foce, mork cuiline

on foce of boord''I Kerf i +,ld
. " '

I

I
I

5ow

/

' ',; '

ACCURACY

^), t

GO ONLINE FOR:
. A short video
demonstration
of crosscutting

techniques
'A guide to
tuning your
miter gauge To olign cut with blode,

mork cuiline on
leoding edge of boord

The Rough Cut.

To crosscut pieces to exact length and ensure the ends

are square, I always use a three-cut technique. I start by

rough-cutting an extra-long"blank."Then I recut each

end to trim the workpiece to final length. I do this for

two main reasons.

First, friction between the table and board can cause

the board to drag as you push it with the miter gauge.

If the board is long or heavy, it may "rack," or pivot away

from the miter gauge. Even the slightest amount of rack

will result in an out-oGsquare cut.

Second, even ifthe edges ofa board appear straight

and have been r ipped paral lel,  they may be sl ightly

curved due to warping.That means when one section

of a long board is tight against the miter gauge, another

section will sit at an angle to the blade. That, too, will

result  in an out-of-square cut. Cut that board rnto

shorter pieces, though, and each one will have an edge

rhat is essential ly str.r ight.

Making the Multi-Step Crosscut - Keeping these

things in mind, you can now use the three-cut tech-

nique I mentioned earlier to crosscut a board accurately.

Start by laying out the extra-long blank on the board.

Then place the straightest edge of the board against the

nriter gauge and cut the blank free (Fig. 1). Next, place

the blank against the nriter gauge, and cut one end square

(Fi.q. 2).Then you can trin-r the board to final length by

cutting offthe opposite end (Fig 3).

5quare One End.

cut ot one end
FOURTH: Flip workpier

ond cut to finol length

Trim To Length,

J+ w o r { K t s E N C H  !  o c r o B e n  2 0 0 5



SPECIAT CUTS
WIDE BOARDS
Most woodworking projects don't call for solid-wood
parts more than about 6" wide. (Wider panels are usually
glued up from narrower boards.) That means you rarely
have to make finish-quality cuts in wide workpieces. But
when you do, there are some rules to keep in mind.

Some boards are too wide to crosscut safely. As the
Photo at right shows, there needs to be a gap between the
blade and the leading edge ofthe board to start the saw
safely. And at least the face of the miter-gauge head
should be on the saw table. Ifyou have to back the miter
gauge offthe table, it will likely bind as you push ir. (lf
a board is too wide, crosscut it with a circular saw.)

'When 
cutting a wide board, be sure to hold it tighdy

against the auxiliary face to maintain control.

ir{:t-"il',ilQLi[5rca

lfi t t  5 ' l1 t l r ' , . :ae  l ) iay -  V t i  i ' i ' r r  r  I  l  t  i v t t i i '  ' , l l r  l

I r r r , r i , ' r I r i r  r  i  r , 1 i , t l t 1 r ' , l r \ / i ' t  l i r " , t r  ]  1 1 , j j r l

i i ' r l , l i t t i l  t l t r , l t , r , , t i I  l l ' r r  r  , r r l , r i r r ' , 1  l l t c , i r  . , l i r , r ' i
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IONG BOARDS
Again, you won't be required to make exacting cuts in
extremely long pieces very often when building most
projects. But, like all general rules, this one has excep-
tions. Cutting those long "exception" boards is tough.

For starters, few saw tables are wide enough to sup-
port a long board.And even ifyou can hold the board
flat against the table as you start the cut, you'll have a
tough time keeping one piece or the other from tipping
up after the cut. So use a support, such as the sawhorse
setup at left, to hold the end of the board.

Also,long boards are the most prone to pivoring away
from the miter gauge.This is another time that the long
auxiliary face on the miter gauge comes in handy. It
pushes over a wide area, giving better control. Hold the
board tightly with one hand as you push with the other.

SHORT BOARDS
I don't like to cut pieces less than about 6" long using a

stop block clamped to the miter-gauge face.That's because

I can't hold the piece securely without getting one hand

uncomfortably close to the blade.When I need to cut

short pieces, I rely on the rip-fence stop block and aux-

iliary miter-gauge face (see page 3 j).
'When 

setting the desired length of your workpiece,

remember that you cant use the measurement scale on

your rip fence. To set the length, hold the stop block

against the fence alongpide the blade and measure the dis-

tance between the block and blade.Then clamp the block

to the fence several inches before the blade. E
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itanium-coated cutting tools are all the rage
these days.To prove a point, just look at all the
gold-colored bia and blades the next time ygu're
in the tool aisle at the home center.

Of course, the big question is whether they actu-
ally improve the performance of these bits and blades.
To find out, we bought several titanium-coated cutters
(reciprocating saw blades, table saw and miter saw
blades, drill bits, router bits, and driver bits) and put
them to the test.

Durable Cutting Edge - One thing we discovered
about these coatings is they produce a hard, durable cut-
ting edge.This became quite clear when comparing a tita-
nium-coated reciprocaring saw blade (a Lenox "Gold"
wood- and nail-cutting blade) to a standard blade.

After cutting through a nail-embedded board with
the Lenox blade (Photo aboue),the teeth remained sharp
and intact (Jpper Photo, right).And even though some of
the white paint scraped off the blade, the titanium
coating hadn't worn off. (For more information on
Lenox blades, call 800-628-8810 or visit LenoxSaw.com.)

As for the standard blade, the dull, broken, and missing
teeth speak for themselves (I-ower Photo, right).

Smooth Cuts - In addition to a durable cutting
edge, I also found that the titanium-coated bits and
blades produced a smoother,burn-free cut than uncoated
ones. That's because titanium reduces friction better

than most metals, so the heat build-up that causes
burning isn't a problem.

This was especially apparent when using the tita-
nium-coated miter saw and table saw blades, drill bits,
and router bits. (For detailed test results on these cut-
ters, turn to page 40.)

The Bottom Line - As you'd expect, the benefits
of titanium come at a cost. Not as much as you might
expect, though. Plan to spend a few dollars more for tita-
nium-coated bits and blades than for uncoated ones.

AAfter cutting through o noil-embedded boord,
the "Gold" titoniumcooled Lenox blode /top/ wos
still usoble. The uncooted blode fbottoml wos ruind.

TITANIUM.COATED

UNCOATED
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SAW BLADES FOR SMOOTH CUTS
Protective coatings on saw blades are nothing new.

'With 
its new titanium-coated blades, though,

Ridgid has taken the idea a step further.
'W'e 

tested the full line ofthese carbide-tipped

blades, which includes 71/+",10",and 12" blades.

The 10" and 72" "Ultimate Polished Finish"

blades were the most impressive. lJsing the table

saw blades, we made crisp, clean crosscuts in

hardwood plyrvood and melanrine with absolutely

no chipout.The miter saw blades produced equally

smooth cuts in intricate moldings (Photo, right).The

blades are available at Home Depot (IlpureDgpa!.eam).
A Ridgid's new 

, l2" 
blode combines o t i tonium

cooting with 100 teeth for super-smooth miter cuts.

COOL.RUNNING DRITL BITS
Drill bits were the first industrial tool titanium-coated saw-tooth bits (Photo.

to get a titanium coating, and now the below). After drilling dozens of large

sheer number of titanium-coated drill counterbores in plywood (Photo,left),

bits boggles the mind.We're talking the friction-reducing properties of

spadebits,Forstnerbits,countersinks, titanium became evident - not a

and even hole saws, to name a few single burn mark like you sometimes

To test these bits,

STAY-SHARP ROUTER BITS
With so many other titanium- edges.) Now,high-speedsteelholds

coated cutting tools, it was just a a keener edge than carbide,but the

matter of time before we started downside is it doesn't s/ay sharp for

to see the coating applied to router long. The titanium coating makes

bits as well.And cutting tool rnan- them stay sharp longer.

ufacturerVermont American was Of course, you can't  expect

one of the first to deliverwith this these bits to stay sharp as long as

set ofrouter bics (Photo, aboue) those with carbide-tipped cutting
These bits are made of high- edges. Sti l l ,  they're priced much

speed steel with a titanium coating. lower than carbide. For more info,

(Theret no carbide on the cutting go to VermontAnrerican.corn.

40

we decided to try

out a set oflarge

^<F'

get with uncoated bis.All in all, that's

a good testament to the cooler run-

ning, titanium-coated bits.

A set of 16 saw-tooth drill bits is

available through Woodworker's

Supply for about $70. (Call 800-645-

9292 or visit Wooclworker.conr.)

HARD.DRIVING BITS
A power driver bit is hardly the most

excit ing tool,  but a t iraniunr coating

sure helps. These new driver bits

from Bosch are a good example.We

tested them by driving woodscrews

into a thick chunk of oak with a

coated and uncoated driver bit.

The resuls of our informal test are

shown at left. The titanium-coated

bit from Bosch drove the screw all

the way into the wood without strip-

ping out the head of the screw or

nrarring the bit (Upper Photo).The

uncoated bit mangled the screwhead

long before it was completely seated.

Here, we attributed these great

results to the hard, durable titanium

coating that protects the driver bit

from wear.The bit also has a rough

surface texture, so i t  "grabs" the

screwhead better.

For more information, calL 877 -

267 -2499 or visit Boscl-rTools.com.

UNCOATED
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NEW CUTTING
TECHNOLOGY
MAKES LENOX'
RECIP BLADES
THE LONGEST
LASTING. EVER.

For your free LENOX@ Gold'" rccip hlade,
just visit www. lenoxsaw.com/recipoff er.

When LVI Servrces, Inc., a large nationwide
^ , - , , ; - ^ ^ - ^ ^ + ^ l  ^ ^ - . , ; ^ ^ ^U l t v l '  O ' l r l  l e l  t i J l  S e l V , U e S  C O - n p a f  y ,  f  a O  I O

cut  out  more than 12,000 cubic yards of
metal  f rom an ndustr ia l  bui ld ing,  company
nranagement found that employees were
going th.ough a l r ros l  4.000 rec iprocat i rg
- - . . .  f , r - ! - ^  ^ - -  . . . -  - t  I n n [  n n  [ n r  e  h o i l o r) d v v  u r d u u )  p c  v v u u t r .  L v u \  r r g  r v  o  u s r r s l

so lut ion,  the conrpany t r ied LENOX' '  Gold '
recrp b lades-and fo;no that  they las led
a h n r  r t  t h r o a  t i n r o q  l n n n o r

What  made the d i f ference? An exclusrve
LENOX' ' '  combinat ion of  advanced technolo-
g ies that  rnc ludes a cut t ing edge coated wrth
t iLaniun-  n i t r ide,  s lat ter ' resrstant  b i - r reta l
a A n c l r r  r a t i n n  e n d  n r r t , r n  z a d  h l r d a  n o n n r -

^ l l  . - - : ^  ; , .  , L ^  |  |  S  A .c L r  y - o i l  l r r o u g  i l r U r c  u , !

"We'd be eating up a ton more blades i f  we
hadn't switched," said George White, prolect
manager and superintendent for LVI Services.

You don ' t  need a  hr ,ge  ,ob  to  apprec ia te  11e
performance of longer-last ing blades. They're
ava iab le  in  mu l t ip le  types  fo r  most  any
pro jec t - inc lud i Ig  c r r t t rng  sheet  n re la l  ano
heav ie r  meta ls ,  wood and wood w i th  na i l s .

For  yo,r '  ' ree L[NOX Gold rec ip b lade,
just visit www.lenoxsaw.com/recipoffer. And
while yor-r're online, discover the LENOX'i '
ADVANTAGE rn LENOX'r Gold' uti l i ty
knives and blades, LENOX' l-racksaw frames
and blades, and many more professional
product  so lut rons.

"We'd be eating up a
ton more blades if we
hadn't switchedi'
George White
project manager and superintenrlent, LVI Services

Product  Intormat ion Number 194

L * ! .  r

lbs c.n do lC
frc.n h.?i

ffi

dalewilhpurcha*otConrolS@yqPainlCrs|)eM0&m5 11M5. PromotonvalidrnU.S
rE rcre &pd Sto6 only b rdurns wilhoul UPC. Allsuhissons husl Stma*d bv l/S5. k in.sro€ Mption eolpon lor comprde r&re d.ils

, r r t l l l ( 1 ,

$216-. )' 1',r61ff11";lil 
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*;ttrlt

Ihe InrmletWry IoPainl!
withppryrqD)
Sprays Thic| to Thin Materials

forfllTlpes of Prcjects
. SONIC GUIDE'M measures
the proper distance from
the sprayer to the surface
to reduce overspray and
paint use.

. Featuree2500 PSI of

I mintinS powerto spray
, most paints unthfrrned.

. XTRA featur* include solt

SuperlorHouse
PaintlngToof"

Piston pump paint eprayer
perfect for houses, sheds,
fences and garag€o..
Provides profueslogal results
with 28tD PSl, 112 HP motor,
metal spray gun and
a 35'hose.

Product Information Number 294
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I KITCHENREMODEL
he's contemporary. He preGrs the Cralisman

style. He likes to grill. She d rather bake.They

both want a new kitchen that will suit their dif-

ferent tastes while also meeting their common

needs. Needs like feeding a family of four and

occasionally entertaining friends.

Can one kitchen possibly fill the bill?This one did.

It has all the standard fare of any well-appointed

kitchen including a conventional oven, cooktop, and

microwave oven. But it's the details of this kitchen that

truly reflect the divergent tastes of the homeowners.

He got his grill built right into the kitchen island,

which also serves nicely as a gathering point for dinner

guests. Her contemporary sensibilities are completely sat-

isfied with a srylish stainless-steel sink, trendy accessories,

and fashionable fixtures and hardware.As for his Crafrman

affection, the styling of the cabinets and butcher block

countertops more than do the trick.

In the end, they wound up with a kitchen that they

can both live with and live in.And over the next two isues,

we'll show you how to recreate this contemporary

Craftsman kitchen in your own home.

We begin with the furniture-style island, including

how to build the base cabinet and all the decorative

accents.Then we top it offwith a laminate countertop

that you make yourself.We also higt Lght some of the best

kitchen accessories that will add orqanizatton and func-

tionaliry to any kitchen.'

In the next issue, we'll cover the matching cabines,

as well as the butcher block countertops and installation

of an undermount stainless-steel sink.

W W W . W O R K B E N C H M A G A Z I N E .  C O M 45
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A
s we took an inven-
tory of the “must-
haves”for our kitchen
island, we didn’t get
any further than the

first item on the list — an indoor grill
— before we knew for certain that no
ordinary island would do (Photo, left).

Mounting a gas grill in what is
essentially a cabinet is no small thing,
after all. But we didn’t want the
island to be reduced to nothing more
than a place to house this unique
kitchen appliance. We also wanted
to include additional storage for
everything from grilling utensils to
our favorite cookbooks. And, of
course, the island had to look like it
belonged in a kitchen.

Fitting the Grill — As you look
over the Construction Details on the
next page,you’ll see that this kitchen
island is a bit unorthodox in the way
it’s compartmentalized. By dividing
the island in this manner, we were
able to create a separate compart-
ment for the grill and still make use
of the rest of the cabinet for a bank
of drawers, some undercounter
storage, and even a bookshelf on the
backside of the island.

Of course, the design of the island
depends on using this particular grill.
Specifically this model from ProFire
(Buyer’s Guide, page 57) allows for a
“zero-clearance” installation, which

46

start entertaining and get grilling
---all indoors!

ISLANDK I T C H E N



34!/2"

ProFire Indoor Gas Grill
(Model PFINDOOR)

(see Buyer’s Guide on page 57)

designed to fit a
zero-clearance opening

Custom Countertop
made with plastic laminate
over a double layer of MDF

(see page 58)

Case
is designed
with a large
opening to

accommodate
grill

End Assembly
features unique frame-and-

panel construction that
contributes to the island’s
furniture-style appearance

(see page 53)
4-Piece Legs

with Craftsman-style
details are built using
simple table saw and

router techniques
(see page 50)

Decorative
Pegs

give the
appearance
of pinned

tenonsSolid-Wood Frame &
Plywood Panel Doors

constructed with
mortise & tenon joints

(see page 54)

Drawers
assembled with strong

half-blind dovetail
joints (see page 55)

Trim Strip
adds a linear

horizontal
design element

Brushed Nickel Pulls
add a contemporary

look and a nice
contrast with the

oak cabinet

Full-Extension Slides
allow easy access to

back of drawer

W W W. W O R K B E N C H M A G A Z I N E . C O M

Overall Dimensions: 431/8" W X 481/8" D X 36" H
Construction Details

means we didn’t need to be con-
cerned with how close the case parts
are to the grill.That allowed us to
really maximize the space.

Furniture Styling — Technical
issues aside, another priority for this
island was to create a furniture-like
appearance that could be carried to
the other kitchen cabinets.To that
end,we treated the island to a set of
Craftsman-inspired legs that would
look just as good on a living room
piece as they do here (Photo, right).

The island is further embellished
with frame-and-panel end assem-
blies and applied molding. The cab-
inet doors are built using genuine
mortise-and-tenon joinery and are
adorned with wood pegs. And, of
course, the drawers are dovetailed

together, so they’re on par with all
the other fine details of the island.

Wood selection was another
important choice. We carefully
selected quartersawn red oak for the
solid-wood pieces and looked for
the straightest grain we could find
when shopping for plywood.

Naturally,not just any countertop
would do. So we built our own.We
used time-tested plastic laminate over
an MDF substrate to create the per-
fect countertop for this island.

Over the next few pages, we’ll
walk you through the construction
of this kitchen showpiece.From the
basic case, to the decorative legs, and
all the way through the custom
countertop, the step-by-step instruc-
tions begin on the next page.

} Simple table saw and router tech-
niques make the shallow square
recesses, decorative groove, and
wrap-around trim easy to create.

Ventilation
Notes:

The ProFire Indoor 
Gas Grill we used

requires a range
hood with a 1500

cfm blower. 
We installed a 
Broan-NuTone 

Range Hood (model
#630004EX) with a
Rangemaster 1500
cfm exterior blower
(see Buyer’s Guide

on page 57)



A

B
C

DE

34" 34" 23 "!/2 39 "!/2

10 "!/8

10 "!/8

23 "!/4

30 "!/2 30"

1 "!/2

1"

#/4"

#/4"

#/4"

#/4"

#/4"

#/4"

#/4"
8 "!/2

23 "!/4

!/4" holes,
" deep,

for shelf pins
!/2

Grooves for back

See
, next page

Notch
Detail

Stopped groove
for fixed shelf

34"34"

30"

18 "!/2 18 "#/4

Rabbets for bottom

12"

Stopped dado
for fixed shelf

Dado
for fixed

shelf

Dado for divider

Groove
for back

Stopped dado
for divider

A

B

C

D

E

F

H

J

K

G

Left Side
( " ply. x 34"

x 30 ")
#/4

!/2
Right Side

( " ply. x 34"
x 30 ")

#/4

!/2

Fixed Shelf
Edging

( " x "
x 28 ")
#/4 #/4

&/8

Stiffeners
( " x 3" x 39")#/4

Bottom
( " ply. x 34" x 39 ")#/4 !/2

Front Bottom Edging
( " x 2 " x 39")#/4 !/4

Vertical Divider Edging
( " x 2 " x 29")#/4 !/4

Fixed Shelf
( " ply. x 22 "

x 28 ")
#/4 #/4

&/8

Back
( " ply. x

x )
#/4 30"

39 "!/2

NOTE: Cut all
dadoes, rabbets,

and grooves
deep, width to fit

plywood
!/4

#/4

"
"

Vertical
Divider

( " ply. x
x )

#/4 23 "
30"

!/2
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PARTS VIEWS

“nearly standard” case
CONSTRUCTION
Beneath the decorative legs, applied
molding, and frame-and-panel end
assemblies,this kitchen island is a nearly
standard plywood case (Case Assembly).
I say nearly standard because there are
a few unusual details.We’ll come to
those soon enough,but first let’s look
at the the basic case.

The case consists of a bottom (A),
two sides (B,C), a back (D), a vertical
divider (E), and a fixed shelf (F).All
of these parts are cut from 3/4" ply-
wood and joined with dadoes,
rabbets, grooves, and woodscrews.

The plywood edges get covered

with solid-wood edging, and that’s
when those unusual details I men-
tioned start showing up.

Case Panels —– To get started,
cut the panels (A through F) to size.
Now cut a notch on the top corner
of the vertical divider (Notch Detail,
page 49).This notch will accept a stiff-
ener a little later. Simply lay out the
notch, and cut it with a handsaw.

The next step is cutting the joinery,
and this is where you find the first of
those unusual details.

Notice that the case sides have dif-
ferent letter designations (B,C) even

though they have identical dimen-
sions.What differentiates these parts is
the joinery.The right side panel (B)
has a dado for the fixed shelf, and the
left side (C) does not. It’s an impor-
tant detail that’s easy to overlook.

With that in mind, you can get
started making the joinery.The size
of the plywood panels, and the fact
that some of these joints are
“stopped,”pretty much dictates that
you use a handheld router and a
straight bit to make the joints.Clamp
a straightedge to the workpiece to
guide the base of the router, and use
some wood scraps as stop blocks
when routing the stopped dadoes.

Hardwood Edging — With the
panels cut to size and the joinery
completed,you’re ready to add hard-
wood edging. And once again we
encounter some of those “details.”

The four pieces we’re dealing with
here are the fixed shelf edging (G),the
front and back bottom edging (H,I),
and the vertical divider edging ( J).Of
these, only the fixed shelf edging is
what you might think of as typical. It’s
cut to match the shelf in both thick-
ness and width and then applied with
glue and clamps.

CASE ASSEMBLY
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The bottom edging pieces are a
little more involved.First of all,notice
in the Edging Detail, right, that these
pieces stop 1/4" shy of the panel edge.
This is because of the way the legs
interlock with this panel. A second
important point is that these edging
pieces are not the same thickness.The
edging on the back edge of the panel
is thicker so it will match an adjustable
shelf that you’ll make later on.

The final detail to be aware of
with these edging pieces is a pocket
hole that must be drilled in each end.
This will be used to attach the legs
when the time comes.

As for the vertical divider edging,
what makes this part unusual is a
notch in the upper front corner
(Notch Detail).This accommodates
an apron that gets attached later.

Assemble the Case — The
Illustrations at right should make the
assembly sequence clear.But there are
a couple of points to take note of.

First, the vertical divider edging
presents a bit of a clamping challenge.
Fortunately,we worked out a simple
tip for applying this piece (page 22).

Next are the hardwood stiffeners
(K).These need to be pre-drilled with
two pocket holes (Stiffener Detail,
below).One hole is used to connect the
stiffener to the case.The other helps
secure the legs to the assembly later.

Then there’s a 1/4" plywood finish
panel (L) that’s glued to the back of
the case.This panel not only hides the
screws in the back, it also let us select
an attractive grain pattern for this
highly visible area of the island.
However, clamping this panel would
be tricky at best, so we used con-
struction adhesive to create a strong
bond. There are some helpful tips
for this process on page 22.

The final piece of the case is an
adjustable shelf (M).The shelf is 1"
thick, so it can support heavy appli-
ances or books without sagging.
Simply cut the shelf to size from
solid wood, and set it aside for now.

D
Back

Left Side

Finish Panel
( " plywood,
29 " x 39")
!/4

!/2

Adjustable Shelf
(1 " x 9 " x 38 ")!/16 #/4 &/8

J

Vertical
Divider
Edging

K
Stiffeners

H

I

L

G

M NOTE:
Back view of
case shown

STEP 1: Apply hardwood
edging to
and
(see Edging Detail)

fixed shelf
bottom panel

STEP 2: Assemble
bottom, right side, fixed shelf,

& vertical divider
with glue & screws

STEP 3: Attach back
& left side with
glue & screws

STEP 4: Glue edging to
vertical divider (see page 22

for clamping technique)

STEP 5: Attach the
hardwood stiffeners

with 1 pocket screws!/4"

STEP 6: Glue
on Finish

Panel

STEP 7: Make
adjustable shelf
and set aside

E
Vertical
Divider

F
Fixed Shelf

A
Bottom

Right Side
B

#8 x 1 "
Fh Woodscrew

!/4

F

A

B
E

C

D
B

E

C

A

A

H

I

Pocket Hole
(drilled from
underneath)

Back Bottom Edging
(1" x 2 " x 39")!/4

Front Bottom Edging
( x 2 " x 39")#/4" !/4

!/4"

Edging Detail

E

J

6"

1 "!/2

#/4"

#/4"Vertical
Edging

Vertical
Divider

Notch Detail

K

Pocket
Hole

Drill
ilot holes

for attaching
countertop

#/ 16"
p

1 " Pocket
Hole Screw

!/4

#8 x 1 "
Fh Woodscrew

!/4

1 "!/2

Stiffener Detail

ASSEMBLING THE CASE
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Craftsman-inspired legs in 
FOUR EASY PIECES
The Craftsman-inspired, furniture-
style legs are clearly the most striking
feature of this kitchen island.That’s
due to the square recesses and long,
decorative groove that adorn one face
of each leg.

But just as interesting as the look
of these details is the technique used
to create them. They’re not hand-
cut, as it may appear,but rather made
using a combination of table saw
and router table techniques.

That’s possible because each leg is
actually made from four boards,rather
than a single, thick blank.By ripping
one of these boards into thin strips, it’s
simple to cut or rout the decorative
details.Then the strips get glued back
together to create the finished face.

But that’s only one reason to build
legs in this manner. It also creates a

much more stable leg than a single,
thick board would — provided you
could even find stock large enough to
make these legs.And in the end, you
actually wind up using less material
this way than if you tried to work
with a solid piece of hardwood.

So now that we know the advan-
tages of four-piece legs, let’s get
started making them. Just to clarify,
each of the four legs is made up of
one decorative face (N) and three
plain faces (O) (see Leg Assembly,
below).The decorative faces are where
we are going to get started.

Decorative Faces — As I men-
tioned, each decorative face will be
ripped into strips (five to be exact), so
we can cut and rout the decorative
elements in those individual strips.

That means we need to account
for the waste that’s lost when we rip
each blank apart. So to get started,
you’ll need four face blanks that are
31/2"-wide.These should also be extra
long (36" or so).They’ll be cut to fin-
ished length after the leg is assembled.

When you have the four blanks
ready to go, you need to mark them

in such a way that you’ll easily be
able to reassemble the strips correctly.
If the strips get mixed up during this
process,you could wind up with mis-
matched grain.An easy way to pre-
vent that is to mark one end of each
blank with a different color of marker.

Now you’re ready to rip the
blanks into strips (Illustrations, page
51).This requires a couple different
table saw setups. First, position the
rip fence 7/8" from the blade.Cut
the first strip from the blank, then
turn the board end for end, and rip
a strip from the opposite edge.
Repeat this process for each blank.

Now, reposition the fence to cut
a 1/2"-wide strip, and use the same
process as before to cut the two inner
strips.The final cut you make also
forms the 1/4"-wide center strip.

Take a moment now and make
sure all the strips are grouped with
their matching parts before moving
on to the next step.

Dadoing the Details — The four
square recesses that adorn the leg faces
are created by cutting dadoes in the
1/2"-wide inner strips. Use a miter

The four-piece legs are assembled
with miter joints to prevent the edge
grain from showing. It’s important
when assembling the legs that all four
faces are the same width. Ideally, the
decorative faces you’ve already
made are 3" wide. If not, simply rip
the three plain faces to match.

Once you’ve ensured that all the
leg faces are the same width, the
next step is to rip a bevel on both
edges of each face in preparation
for assembly.

Start by tilting the saw blade to
45°. Then position the fence so you’re
just cutting away a wedge from the
edge of the board without making
the face any narrower (Fig. 1). You
may want to perfect this setup on a

scrap piece before moving on to the
actual leg parts. 

To assemble the legs, lay the faces
flat on pieces of tape. Spread glue
on the mating edges. Then “roll” the
leg faces together into a single post,
and secure them with the tape (Fig. 2). 

After the glue dries, the next step
is to trim the legs to length (341/2").
Measure down from the top of the
leg to establish the cut line, then trim
them, as shown in Figure 3.

Finally, mount a dado blade in your
table saw to make the final cut in the
legs. This dado will accept a trim strip
that gets attached later in the island
construction. Cut the dado all the way
around the leg using the rip fence as
a stop block (Fig. 4).

ASSEMBLING THE FOUR-PIECE LEGS

O
Plain Leg

Face
( " x 3"
x 34 ")
#/4

!/2

#/4

!/4

" dado,
" deep

(cut around
all four

sides of leg)

Decorative Leg Face
( " x 3" x 34 ")#/4 !/2

!/4

!/4

"-wide
groove,

" deep

!/2

!/4

"-square
recesses

" deep

3"
3"

5 "#/4

#/4"

NOTE:
Finished
leg is 3"

square by
34 " long!/2

45°
bevels

N

LEG ASSEMBLY



STEP 4:
Carefully align the
recesses and the top
ends of the strips as
you glue the decorative
face back together.

STEP 1: Rip each
decorative face
into five strips

&/8"

&/8"!/4"
!/2"

!/2"

MAKING DECORATIVE
LEG FACES

STEP 3:
Form the groove

by cutting a notch
in the center strip

(see art, right)STEP 2:
Cut

to
create square

recesses

!/2

!/4

"
"-deep

dadoes

!/2"
!/2"

!/4"

2"

3 "#/4

NOTE:
Each decorative leg

face starts as a
3!/2"x 36"
blank

#/4"x
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1 2

3 4

3!/4"

Center
Strip

Auxiliary Face

Miter
Gauge

Stop
Block

Center
Strip

!/2"
Straight

Bit

Router
Table
Fence

Sacrificial
Backer
Board

1

Double-Sided
Tape

Center
Strip

Sacrificial
Backer
Board

2

gauge and stop block to ensure con-
sistent results when making these cuts.

Routing the Groove — Next
comes the decorative groove. It’s
formed by cutting a long notch in
the center strip. Most of this mate-
rial will be removed on the router
table, but it’s best to first establish
the shoulders of the notch on the
table saw (Fig. 1). Once that’s done,
remove the stop block and make
several more passes to widen the cuts
to about 1/2".This will make it easier
to start the cut on the router table.

To do that, mount a straight bit
in the router table.Then tape the strip
to a sacrificial backer board for sup-
port and to give yourself a safe hand-
hold (Fig. 2). Now make a sideways
plunge cut into the bit to remove the
remaining waste material (Fig. 3).

Reassembling the Face —
Now reassemble the strips into a
single face.First, ensure that the strips
are back in their original group.Then
spread glue on the mating edges and
align the recesses as you clamp the
assembly. After the glue dries,
assemble each leg, as shown below.

3

CUTTING THE GROOVE
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frame & panel
END ASSEMBLIES
The frame-and-panel end assemblies are
just as important to the furniture-like
appearance of this island as the legs are.
And, just like the legs, they feature some
unusual construction.

The frames themselves are fairly standard
— they’re solid-wood pieces that are assem-
bled with stub-tenon-and-groove joinery
(End Assembly View, above). What makes
these assemblies unique is that the groove
doesn’t house the panel, as you might
expect. Rather, it accepts a panel stop,
which in turn holds the panel.This simple
design twist adds one more layer of detail,
or depth, to the assembly to make it look
more like fine furniture and less like another
ordinary cabinet.

Frame First — To get started on the
assembly, cut the stiles (P), inner stile (Q),
and rails (R,S) from 3/4"-thick hardwood.

Next, cut a groove in the inside edge
of each of the frame pieces (in both edges
of the center stile) to accept the panel stop

that will support the 1/4" plywood panels.
Then, cut stub tenons on the ends of the
rails and the center stile to fit into these
grooves (Stub Tenon Detail, above).

Now it’s time to assemble the frame.
Be sure to make alignment marks to posi-
tion the center stile as you glue and clamp
the frame together.

Panel Stops — With the frames assem-
bled, you’re ready to add the panel stops
(T). Besides providing a way to attach the
panels, the stops serve another purpose.
Notice how they add extra depth and
dimension to the end assemblies in the
Photo on page 46.To make the stops, plane
some stock to thickness to fit snugly into
the grooves.Then rip the stops to width,
cut them to length, and glue them into
the grooves (Stop Detail).

End Panels — Next, measure the
opening in the frame, and cut the plywood
end panels (U) to fit. Before gluing the
panels into the frames, take a minute to

mask the panel with tape, so any excess
glue winds up on the tape (Photo, right).By
the way, be sure you’re masking the good,
or “show,” face of the panel — 1/4" plywood
only has one such face.

Ledge and Apron — Now it’s time to
add a decorative ledge (V) and end apron
(W) to the assembly.Cut these pieces to size
from 3/4"-thick hardwood and then drill
pocket holes in them as shown in the
Assembly View.These pocket holes will be
used to join the end assembly to the legs.
Once these holes are drilled, glue the ledge
and apron to the frame-and-panel assembly.

Assembly — Connecting the com-
pleted assemblies and legs can be chal-
lenging because you have to manage fairly
large units and keep them aligned. And
speaking of alignment, note how the end
assemblies are set back 3/4" from the face
of the leg (Leg Mount Detail). This is yet
another detail that helps create a furniture-
style look.

Stub Tenon Detail

Stop Detail

Leg Mount Detail

END ASSEMBLY VIEW



To assemble these pieces, start by placing the
legs (outside face down) on a large, flat surface.
Then position the end assembly (also face
down) between the legs. Support the assembly
with some 3/4" scrap pieces.This will give you
the perfect setback from the face of the legs to
the face of the end assembly.

Align the parts so the tops of the legs are
flush with the top of the end assembly. Install
the pocket screws to secure the whole works.

Add the Spacers — Before the end assem-
blies are ready to be attached to the case, you
need to add a couple spacers (X).As the name
implies, they “fill” the space between the end
assemblies and the case, and also create a large
glue surface for attaching the end assemblies
to the case (Spacer Detail). Cut these pieces to
fit between the legs, and glue and screw them
to the end assemblies.

Now you can attach the end assemblies to
the case.You’ll need to “jack up” the case, so
it’s flush at the top with the end assemblies.

Spread glue on the spacers, and then clamp
them to the end assemblies.Next,drive pocket
screws from the stiffeners and into the end
assemblies (Installation Detail).

Applied Details — There are just a few
details left to complete the case.First is a hinge
jamb (Y).This piece ensures the proper clear-
ance between the door and side of the case, so
the hinges will be able to swing fully open.
Notice that this piece has a notch cut in it to
go around the fixed shelf (see the Hinge Jamb
Detail, below).

Next are the front and back apron
pieces (Z,AA).These are simply cut
to fit, and then they are pocket-
screwed to the case sides.

Finally,add the decorative trim strips
(BB, CC) that wrap around the case.
First, cut a notch in both ends of each
trim strip to fit into the dadoes in the
legs.Then miter the pieces to length,
and glue and clamp them in place.

AA

B B

CC

X

Y

Z
Back Apron
( " x 6 "

x 39")
#/4 #/4

Front
( " x 6 "

x 29 ")

Apron
#/4 #/4

!/8

End Trim Strip
( " x 1"
x 40 ")
#/4

!/2

Front/Back
Trim Strip
( " x 1"
x 45 ")
#/4

!/2

Hinge Jamb
( " x 3 " x 23")#/4 !/2

Lower Spacer
( " x 3" x 34")#/4

NOTE: Use scrap pieces
to elevate case, so it’s
flush with top edge
of end assemblies

#8 x 1 Fh
Woodscrew

!/4"

X

Pocket Hole
& 1 Pocket
Hole Screw

!/4"

End Assembly

K

Upper
Spacer
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< To protect the
panel from glue
squeeze-out, run
masking tape
1/4" in from the
edges of the
panel before
gluing it in place.

3 "!/4
!/2"

!/2"

CC
B B

CC

Trim Strip Detail Spacer Detail (Front View)

Hinge Jamb Detail

Installation Detail

TRIM STRIP PART VIEW

END PANEL & TRIM ASSEMBLY
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assembling the
DOORS & DRAWERS

These doors share the frame-and-panel look of the end
assemblies and require some of the same techniques (Door
Construction).The difference in the doors, however, is
joinery. Here, the rails and stiles are joined with mor-
tise-and-tenon joints for extra strength.

Door Frames — Get started building the doors by
cutting the rails (DD, EE) and stiles (FF) to size.

Now cut the tenons and mortises in these pieces.To
cut the mortises, either use a mortising machine, or drill
out the rough shape with a Forstner bit, and then chisel
them to final size (Mortise Detail).The tenons are easy to
make with a dado blade on the table saw (Tenon Detail).

Next, cut the groove in the frame pieces for the panel
stop.You’ll want to do this on the router table, so you can
stop the grooves in the mortises. Use stop blocks on the
router table fence to start and stop this cut.Then assemble
the door frames using glue and clamps.

1There was a time when wood pegs were used to
add even more strength to a mortise-and-tenon
joint. With today’s adhesives, that extra step isn’t
really necessary. Nonetheless, the pegs still make
a nice decorative element. But since they are only
decorative, there’s no need to extend the peg all

the way through the workpiece. Rather, by
drilling a shallow hole and then chiseling

it square, you can create a mortise
to accept a short peg that looks
like the real thing, but requires
a lot less work.

And by having the end grain
of the peg exposed, it will con-

trast with the frame pieces when you
apply a finish. The Photo sequence will walk you
through the rest of the process.

Lower Mortise Detail

{ To add the decorative wood pegs, start by using
a 3/8" Forstner bit mounted in the drill press to drill
a 1/4"-deep hole in the door stile.

Lower Tenon Detail

DOOR CONSTRUCTION
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Panel Stops — The plywood panels in these doors,
just like the panels in the end assemblies, are held  in the
frames with panel stops (GG). Just as before, plane these
to thickness and cut them to fit.Then glue and clamp
them into the grooves in the door frame.

Now measure the opening in each door, and cut a
plywood panel (HH) to size. Once again, use masking
tape to keep excess glue off the plywood panel.

Decorative Pegs — To add a bit more Craftsman
flavor, these doors are accented with decorative wood
pegs (II) at the corners. The four-step process for this
is shown in the Sidebar below.

Hardware — The completed doors are now ready
for hardware,which amounts to a couple of cup hinges
and a door pull.Drill and mount those pieces according
to the dimensions in the Door Construction Illustration
on page 54.

Dovetailed Drawers — Now you’re ready to build
the drawers (Drawer Construction Illustration). These are
standard dovetailed boxes with a false front.

Start by cutting the drawer fronts, backs (JJ, KK),
and sides (LL, MM) to size.Then lay out the dovetails
according to the dimensions in the Dovetail Detail. Cut
the dovetails with a handheld router and a half-blind
dovetail jig. (For more information on routing half-
blind dovetails, see the article in the Online Extras sec-
tion at WorkbenchMagazine.com.)

After routing the dovetails, cut a groove in the drawer
box pieces to accept the plywood bottom. Now cut
the bottom (NN) to fit, and glue and clamp the drawer
box together.

Next, cut the false fronts (OO, PP) to size, and then
screw them to the boxes with the bottom edges flush.

Now drill each drawer for the pulls, and install the
hardware. Finally, install the drawer pulls, and mount the
drawers in the island with full-extension drawer glides.

2 3 4

LL

M M

5 "!/4

7 "&/8

Drawer Detail Dovetail Detail

{  Finish up by gluing a 3/8" x 3/8" peg into the
mortise. Leave the peg slightly proud, and then
sand it flush with the surface after the glue dries.

{  Next, use a chisel, and cut
across the grain to establish the
first edge of the mortise. By cutting
across the grain first, you will
prevent the the wood from split-
ting during the next few cuts.

{  Now, cut with the grain to
square off the remaining edges of
the mortise. The intersecting
edges of the mortise have
already been established, so this
part of the cut will go smoothly.

DRAWER CONSTRUCTION



Shut-off
Valve

Mounting
Box

QQ

Flexible
Gas Line

Black Pipe
Coupling

Electrical
Outlets

Flexible
Conduit

Grill Power Cord
(for igniter)

Plastic
Laminate

ProFire
Gas Grill

Countertop
Substrate

(1 "!/2 MDF x
43" x 48")

NOTE:
Make

substrate
from two
pieces of

" MDF#/4

Pipe
Union

L-Bracket

Rigid
Black
Pipe
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island installation & 
COUNTERTOP
Installing the nearly complete kitchen island is more
than just setting it in place.The island will also have to
be wired with electricity and plumbed with gas.

The power line will feed two outlets: one inside the
compartment for the grill igniter to plug into and
another that’s accessible from the outside of the island
for plugging in appliances (see Illustrations at left).The gas
line needs to include a shut-off valve inside the com-
partment.You’ll want to have easy access to this shut-
off valve, so it’s important to keep the gas line toward
the front of the island.

Both lines should be fed from underneath the floor
and into the compartment through access holes drilled
in the bottom of the case.This will leave the lines par-
tially exposed where they span between the floor and the
bottom of the island, so you’ll need to protect them.

A simple box with one removable side (in case you need
to access the utilities) will serve nicely. The box consists

of four boards ripped to
width from 2x6 stock to fit
under the island and then
butted and screwed
together. Use metal L-
brackets to secure three
sides of the box to the floor.

Once the utilities are
taken care of and you’ve
moved the island into posi-
tion, drive screws through
the case bottom and into

three of the box sides (but not into the removable side).
Custom Countertop — Building a custom coun-

tertop for this island was an absolute necessity.There’s
no way we could find a pre-made version that would

Flexible
Conduit

Pipe Union

Height Cut
to Fit

Gas SupplySupply Line

Shut-off
Valve

Electrical
outlet

for grill

Electrical
outlet for
kitchen

appliances

Flexible
Gas Line

Grill

Grill Power
Cord

W
K

Countertop

#8 x 1 "
Fh Woodscrew

#/4

Countertop Mounting Detail

Grill Opening

43"

19 "#/8

28 "#/8
4 "!/2

6"

48"

Island location

COUNTERTOP (TOP VIEW)

SECTION VIEW

COUNTERTOP ASSEMBLY
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MATERIALS & HARDWARE
Part PartQty QtyT TW WL LMaterial Material

AA
BB
CC
DD
EE
FF
GG
HH
II
JJ
KK

MM
LL

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

1
2
2
2
2
4
8
2
8
4
4

4
4

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
4

12
4
2
2
2

16
4
2
2
4
1
1

#/4"
#/4"
#/4"
#/4"
#/4"
#/4"
!/4"
!/4"

!/4"

#/8" #/8"
!/2"
!/2"
!/2"
!/2"

#/4"
#/4"
#/4"
#/4"
#/4"
#/4"
#/4"
#/4"
1"

1"

#/4"
#/4"

#/4"
#/4"
#/4"
#/4"
#/4"
#/4"

#/4"
#/4"
#/4"
#/4"
#/4"

#/4"

!/4"

!/4"
!/4"

6 "#/4

1"
1"

2 "!/2

2 "!/2

4"

!/2"
8 "%/8

5 "!/4

7 "&/8

7 "&/8

5 "!/4

34"
34"
34"
30"

23 "!/2

22 "#/4

2 "!/4

2 "!/4

2 "!/4

3"
29 "!/2

9 "#/4

3"
3"

3"
2 "!/2

2 "!/2

4"
!/2"
13"
1 "!/4

6 "#/4

3"
3 "!/2

6 "#/4

39"
45 "!/2

40 "!/2

11 "!/8

11 "!/8

22 "#/4

to fit
16 "!/4

!/4"
8 "&/8

8 "&/8

22 "%/8

22 "%/8

39 "!/2

39 "!/2

30 "!/2

30 "!/2

30"
28 "&/8

28 "&/8

39"

29"
39"
39"

39"

38 "&/8

34 "!/2

34 "!/2

23"
17"

29 "!/2

29 "!/2

to fit
16 "!/2

34"
34"
34"
23"

29 "!/8

Back Apron

Trim Strips (Front/Back)

Trim Strips (End)

Top Door Rails

Bottom Door Rails

Door Stiles

Panel Stops

Door Panels

Wood Pegs

Shallow Drawer Fr./Bk.

Deep Drawer Fr./Bk.

Deep Drawer Sides

Shallow Drawer Sides

Case Bottom

Right Side

Left Side

Back Panel

Vertical Divider

Fixed Shelf

Fixed Shelf Edging

Front Bottom Edging

Back Bottom Edging

Vertical Divider Edging

Stiffeners

Finish Panel

Adjustable Shelf

Decorative Leg Faces

Plain Leg Faces

Stiles

Inner Stiles

Upper Rails

Lower Rails

Panel Stops

End Panels

Ledges

End Aprons

Spacers

Hinge Jamb

Front Apron

Oak

Oak

Oak

Oak

Oak

Oak

Oak

Oak Plywood

Oak Plywood

Oak

Oak

Oak

Oak

Oak

NN
OO
PP
QQ

4
2
2
2

#/4"
#/4"
#/4"

8 "#/8

5 "#/4

8 "#/8

43"
9 "%/8

48"

9 "%/8

22 "!/2Drawer Bottoms

Shallow Drawer False Fronts

Deep Drawer False Fronts

Countertop Substrate

Oak

Oak

MDF

Oak Plywood

Oak Plywood

Oak Plywood

Oak Plywood

Oak Plywood

Oak Plywood

Oak

Oak

Oak

Oak

Oak

Oak

Oak

Oak

Oak

Oak

Oak

Oak

Oak

Oak Plywood

Oak Plywood

Oak

Oak

Oak

Oak

Oak

ProFire Indoor Grill
Dvorson’s Food Service
877-386-7766
Dvorsons.com

Range Hood
Broan NuTone
800-558-1711
Broan.com

Drawer/Door Pulls
Smedbo Cabinet Hardware
866-695-6627
MyKnobs.com

Cup Hinges
Blum
866-344-6437
BlumHinges.com

Drawer Slides
Blum
800-857-8721
CabinetParts.com

Plastic Laminate
Formica
800-367-6422
Formica.com

Faucet/Sink
Kohler
800-456-4537
Kohler.com

Countertop
John Boos
217-347-7701
JohnBoos.com

KITCHEN BUYER'S GUIDE

be large enough or provide the perfect
complement to the look of the island.

The easy choice was to fabricate our own
countertop using an MDF substrate and
plastic laminate (Countertop Assembly).The
technique couldn’t be much easier. One
unexpected bonus is how affordable this
material turned out to be compared to other
popular countertop materials (about $5 a
square foot for laminate versus as much as $90
a square foot for solid-surface material).

The fundamentals of building your own
laminate countertop, and then cutting an
opening for a sink,or in this case, a grill, are
covered in the article on page 58.

There is one important detail in this ver-
sion that differs just slightly, however.

In this case, the substrate is made of two
full layers of MDF instead of one full layer
on top and a series of cleats underneath.We
wanted the extra strength that comes from
two full layers of substrate to help support
the weight of the grill.

Attaching the Countertop — After
you’ve cut the opening for the grill, it’s
time to attach the countertop to the island.
Position it on the island, and then check to
ensure that it’s sitting square and centered.
Once you’re satisfied with the position of
the countertop, I recommend clamping it

temporarily, so it doesn’t shift while you’re
attaching it permanently.

As for attaching the countertop, you
predrilled holes in the stiffeners as you
were building the case, so you can simply
drive woodscrews at those locations to
secure the top.

All that’s left is to install the grill.And
the instructions that came with it are the
best source as to how that’s done.

That completes your dream island and
part one of this kitchen remodel. In the next
issue, we’ll detail the matching cabinets, an
undermount sink,and butcher block coun-
tertops to complete the makeover.
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fyour quest for a high-end countertop has left you
with sticker shock, dont despair.You don't have to

spend big bucks on solid sufacing or stone to create
a first-class counter.

In fact, you can build your own great-looking, long-
lasting countertop, like the one above that tops our
kitchen island project (page 46).Nl you need is plastic

Iaminate and basic woodworking techniques.

That's right. Good old plastic laminate (known to
many as Formica, the name of one brand) has been
around for decades, but has taken a back seat to other
materials in recent years. Now laminate is being redis-
covered as a fantastic material for making countertops.

> Lominotes ore ovoiloble thot mimic olmost ony
moteriol, including wood ond stone, quite con-
vincingly. You con even get lominotes thot ore
mode with metol to simplify the process of
creoting o stoinless-steel bocksplosh, os seen
in the kitchen proiect intro on page 44.

Part ofthe reason for this resurgence is that lanrinates

are now available in a huge variety ofstyles, colors, and

textures (see below). Plus, larninate is a true bargain.A
shop-built laminate countertop costs $4 to $5 per square
foot, while solid sufacing or srone costs 945 to $90.

Best of all, plastic laminate is simple to work with
using tools you probably already own.And building the

underlying structure couldn't be more straightforward.

Here, we'Il walk you through the basics of creating

a laminate countertop. Whether i t 's going in your

kitchen, workshop, or utiliry room, the procedures are

the same.And so are the results: good looks at a great
price without a lot of effort.

FIGURED WOOD

/
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The first step in crearing a laminate countertop is building

a sturdy substrate.You need a material that's dense, stable,

and dead flat. Medium-densiry fiberboard (MDF) makes

a great choice.

MDF is sold most commonly in 3/+"-thick sheets, and

countertops are 11/2" thick, so you'li need to glue and

screw fivo layers together to create your substrate.You

can either build up two full layers, as we did for the

kitchen island, or glue and screw 4"-wide cleats around

the perimeter (Illustration, right).

To make the substrate, start by cutting the top layer to

exact size and shape..When making the bottom layer, cut

it1/4" larger than the top all around to create an over-

hanging edge (Ouerhang Detail). The overhang gets

trimmed flush, as shown in the Photos,below right.

If an edge is going to abut a wall, it's best to size the

bottom layer of the substrate so that edge underhangs

the top layer (Underhang Detail).This

simplifies scribing the countertop

to fit against the wall (page 61).

Ifyour counter is L-shaped, you

can join the two top substrate sec-

tions with a simple butt joint.Then

reinforce the joint with glue and

screws driven up through the bottom

layer (or reinforcing cleat) and into

the top layer.

s' Rout the overhonging edge of
the substroie with o pottern bit,
odiusted so i ts beoring r ides
ogoinst the top loyer (for right).

cleot
reinforces

Trim
overhong

flush

AA kerfed ouxiliory fence, plus
infeed ond outfeed supports,
ollows one person to cut lorge
lominote sheets. Use o grout flool
to gr ip ond push the sheet.

Couniertrop
(Plosiic

[ominolre]

Subshole
(32" MDF I

Cleot
(%" MDFI

Edging
(Plosric

[ominotel

Bollom

CUT THE LAMINATE DOWN TO STZE
When you buy laminate, i t  usual ly comes in sheets

measuring 4'x 8' or larger. Some manufacturers offer

longer, narrower pieces (such as 30" widths), as well, that

can save you some cutting when building countertops

over base cabinets.'Whatever size sheet you start with,

it will need to be cut before you can attach it to the sub-

strate.This task is made easier by the fact that you don't

cut the laminate to exact size. Instead, you want it about

1" longer and wider than the substrate.You'll trim it to

fit after the laminate is adhered to the substrate.

I prefer to use a table saw for straight cuts in lami-

nate, as shown in the Photo at left. But, laminate is only

about 1/ro"-thick, so it can slip under the rip fence on

most table saws and bind in the cut.

To solve this problem, I use an auxiliary fence. Itt just

a 4-ft. long scrap of MDF that has a kerf cut near the

bottom edge (Detail).With the laminate in the ke{ I can

hold it firm-ly against the fence.

Laminate also is very flexible, which complicates cut-

ting.The kerfed fence traps the laminate to hold it flat.

ToP3h
t

T -
3/tu
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GLUE AND TRIM THE LAMINATE TO BRING IT ALL TOGETHER
Now it's time to glue the laminate to the substrate.To Remember, too, that contact adhesive bonds instantly.

do this, you need contact adhesive. It comes in either a So you only have one chance to position the laminate

solvent-based or water-based form. Both work well. If right. Use spacers, laid every 6" to 8", to hold it offthe

you use solvent-based cement,just make sure you work substrate until you're ready. I advise a dry fit, too, (with no

in a well-ventilated area. adhesive) so you can check any overhangs and seams.

You'll also need a roller and paint tray, a'J-roller" to Speaking of seams, I always try to mate factory edges
press the laminate into place, and spacers a)t from | /2" and ends. Usually, these edges are quite straight and pro-
dowels. Power tool needs are few, just a router or lam- vide a gap-free fit without needing to be trimmed.
inate trimmer and a flush-trim bit. With all this in mind, follow Sreps 1-6 below to add

Be sure to clean your work area thoroughly. If debris laminate to the edge and face ofyour substrate. For more

gets under the laminate,it will form a highly visible lump. edging options, see the Sidebar on the next page.

AAlwoys odhere the edging first. Roll one coot of odhesive on the
lominote, then odd two or three coots to the edge of the subshote.
Thot's becouse MDF edges ore porous ond obsorb the odhesive.

AWhen the odhesive no longer feels tocky, position
the edging ond stick it down, storting ot one end.
Use the J+oller to firmly odhere the lominote.

A Flush+rim the edging,
ond then f i le burrs ond
oreos the bit con't reoch.

I Set the lominole on spocers ond olign it with ony
loyout lines, such os this seom. Remove one spocer
ot o time, ond stick the lominote down os you go.

60

AAfter cleoning up oll debris from the edging, roll o coot of odhesive
on the lominote ond the subshole. Coot only those ports of the substrote
thot will get covered immediotely.

I Roll the lominote, prep the moting
piece, ond odhere it storting ot the
seom. Flush+rimming finishes the iob.
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S{R?f}f, "T# frfiT A PHRF€(T FTT
If the back edge of the counter will sit against a wall,

you have a bit more work to do before you install the

counter.That's because few walls are truly flat. So you

have to shape the edge ofthe counter to fit.

To do this, temporariiy set the countertop in place

so itt positioned correctly (usually so the front is par-

allel to the face of the cabinets) and some part of the back

edge touches the wall.Then scribe the contour of the

wall onto the counter (Inset, right).

Now remove the countertop, and

use a belt sander to create the con-

tour (Photo, right).The underhanging

lower hyer nrakes this part easy. since

you only have to sand 3/+"-thick

material instead of a full 1,1/2" .

After checking the fit, you can

permanently mount the counter by

driving screws up through the

corner blocks in the cabinets and

into the substrate.

*After cutting the ends of the opening, screw o poir of cleots mode
of scrop moteriol to the cutout. The cleots spon beyond the cuts ond
prevent the cutout from folling into the opening os you finish sowing.

AMosking tope on the lominote mokes the scribe
line eosier to see /eft/. When sonding up to the line,
broce the belt sonder ogoinst your body ond keep
it squore to the foce of the countertop.

r*[J"[ A CLfiI\N, 'ICCURATE OPEIUIIUG
Once the counter is secured, itb time to lay out and mark

openings for such drop-ins as a sink or cooktop. Be

sure to take your time and double-check measurements

when laying out the openings.A new sink or cooktop

will come with a template to make the task easier.

I like to put masking tape down and draw the layout

lines on it.The lines are easy to see on the tape.And the

tape simplifies removing or changing the layout lines.

Now drill holes in the corners large enough for a jig

saw blade to pass through.Then cut the opening using

a jig saw equipped with a fine-tooth blade. (Jse a pair

of cleats to support the cutout so it doesn't sag or fall

as you cut, which rnight tear the laminate (Photo, Ieft).

By the way, cutting the opening may go slowly, espe-

cially when you're slicing through a fill. 71/2" thickness.

But be oatient.Your rewards are now here - a beautiful

countertop that doesnt break your budget.t[

One woy lo creqb o distinclive look
br your counter is to edge ir wirh solid I
wood (Photos, righr). 

- 
J ,

When doing this, opplythe lominote
to the top of the substrqte first. Then
cut mokhing slots in the substrofe ond
edging lo receive splines mode of
hordboord (llluslralionl. Now glue on
the edging, ond sqnd it flush with the
lominol,e. Finolly, mqsk off fie lqmi-
nolre, ond oPPIY finish.

>Rounding
over the ook
edging ftopl
produces o
clossic,  cosuol
countertoP.
Chomfered
mople (boftom)
looks cr isp ond
contemporory.
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accessorles to

ver look around your kitchen and

wonder how you've managed to

avoid starvation, or at the very least

malnutrition? I mean,let's face it, the

way most kitchens are organized (or

more to the point, not organrzed), it's arnazing

that anything edible ever comes out of them.

Yet somehow we manage to prevail over the

culinary clutter and keep ourselves fed. Even so,

it's due time we take back the kitchen and put

the pots, pans, utensils, and canned goods back

in their place.

Fortunately, there are countless accessories

that are designed to bring order to a chaotic

kitchen. Over the next few pages,we highlight

a dozen of our favorite off-the-rack organizers

from manufacturers like Rev-A-Shelf, Rosle,

and Rogar.

But this is just a small sample of the almost

infinite number ofsolutions for organizing your

kitchen.The Buyer's Cuide on page 65 lists even

more sources to find the perfect solution for

your kitchen clutter.
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Pots, pans, utensils, and small
appliances complete a kitchen, but
they can also clutter it. Corral them
with these simple solutions.

One size of drawer divider does not
fit all. ln fact, most of them waste
enough space beside and behind the
tray that you'd be better off without
them Rev-A-Shelf's
trim-to-fit tray is available in two
sizes to accommodate drawers of
almost any size and shape.

Pots, pans, and large containers -

you've got them, you need them,
but there's no good place to store
them. Take
advantage of some of that unused
wall space with this combination
pot rack and display shelf from
Rogar. lt comes in six colors and
installs in iust a few minutes.

The hardest working appliance in
my kitchen (the stand mixer) is also
the hardest to move around and
store. A mixer lift
from Rev-A-Shelf lets you tuck the
mixer under the counter when it 's
not in use, and then quickly bring it
up to work height when necessary.
The lift holds up to 60 pounds and
features adjustable spring tension.

Large kitchen utensils that need to be organized and kept within easy reach
rarely fit well in typical silverware drawer dividers. And even if you can
make them fit, they have a way of taking over the drawer and making
everything else in there hard to find. A simple storage rail
l ike this model from Rosle lets you turn problem utensils into an attractive
arrangement that suits your personal preferences. Made of stainless steel,
this particular rail can be attached to the wall, as shown above. Or you can
suspend it from a cabinet by simply changing the mounting hardware. A
variety of accessories, such as a clock or paper towel holder, allow even
greater customization.
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Divide and conquer the space in
your kitchen for maximum

. . 1 .  I  .

ufiLtzatron and ot ganLzatlon.

LID BACK
Lids. Everything seems to have one. You rarely use them, but they're always
in the way. THE SOLUTlCINr Organize your lids with this lid iack from
Loroman. lt3 divided for different lid sizes and slides out for easv access.

, PULL.DOWIU SHELF
lic reach things in the upper cabinet
you'll need either a step stool, a
willingness to climb onto the coun-
tertop, or an NBA power foruuard.
THt S0IUTION: Bring the contents
of the cabinet down to you with
pull-down shelving from Rev-A-
Shelf. The wire frame lets you see
what3 in there - the oull-down
mechanism lets you reach it.

TRAY DTVIDER
Pizza pans, cutting boards, and
cookie sheets may be flat and thin,
but they stack about as well as
marbles. THE SOIUTION: Use tray
dividers by Rev-A-Shelf inside the
cabinet to store these space hogs
on edge.

LAZY SUSAN
All that "dead space" in a standard corner cabinet is going to waste. And
even if you can get anything tucked back into that space, you just about
have to stand on your head to get it back out. 

'rHE SOLUTICIN: This
kidney-shaped lazy Susan from Rev-A-Shelf takes full advantage of that
space with two independently swiveling trays that nest inside the "dead
space" when the cabinet is closed. Then they swing out to put everything
you've stacked there within easy view and easy reach. A variety of sizes
and materials are available to match your kitchen and your budget.
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Some kitchen essentials are better left
unseen. Keep them out of sight but not out
of reach with these handv solutions.

Hiding a trash can under the sink is great for keeping it
out of sight. But out of sight is also out of mind, which
leads to infrequent emptying, trash overflow and gen-
erally poor aim. This two-container
system from Rev-A-Shelf pulls out, so it's hard to miss
and easy to empty. And two containers let you divide
garbage f rom recyclables.

Cooking is messy business, so a
ready supply of dish cloths and
towels are a must. But where
should they be in between messes?

Add a pull-out
towel bar from Rev-A-Shelf in the
under-sink cabinet. Towels and dish
cloths are out of sight, but stil l in
easy reach. And it also lets them air
dry in between uses, so they don't
get that funky dish-towel smell.

Maintaining a spotless kitchen requires a variety of
cleaning solutions. Those usually wind up in a loose
collection of bottles, boxes, and jugs under the sink.

Corral cleaning supplies, and lessen
the chance of tip-overs and spills, with a wire-frame,
bottom-mount basket from Rev-A-Shelf. The basket
pulls out for easy access. And the stainless-steel
construction is largely impervious to "chemical spil ls."

Less-than-appetizing sponges, dish
cloths, and scrubbers don't belong
scattered all over the sink and
countertop. Take
advantage of the wasted space
behind the false front for the sink
with a tip-out tray from Rev-A-Shelf.
It takes just a few minutes to install
and can turn any non-operating
drawer front into a hidden storaqe
comDartment.

www.Rev-A-Shelf.com
6UU-OZO- |  |  ZO

wvwv.Rooar.com
800-351 -1 420

www. Roesle. de/enolish

wvwv.Amazon.com

www.Cooking.com
800-663-881 0

515-270-8202

www. Kitchen Di rect.com
800-375-3 1 28

wvwv. Kitche n Sou rce.com
800-667-8721

wvwv. Rockler.com
800-279-4441
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CORDLESS IMPACT DRIVERS

rs!
have to admit that, at first, I was
as skeptical as the next guy about
these new cordless impact driven.
When I saw one at a wood-
working show a few years back,

I thought it looked like a cordless drill
that forgot to take its vitamins.

Seeing the price tag didn't help
my opinion much,either.Why would
I pay $250 for an impact driver when
I own a perfecdy good drill?

But one weekend when I had a
big shed to build (and hundreds of
screws to drive),I decided to try one
out. After all, if this was the "ulti-
mate" driving tool it claimed to be,
this would be the best way to put it
to the test.

Compact Design - After I
bought my driver, I was impressed by
its light weight and short barrel
(about 1 to 2 pounds and 3" to 4"
less than a cordless drill, respectively).
I knew right away that I d have no
trouble squeezing the driver into
tight spaces, and my arm wouldnt be
sore by the end of the day like it is
after lugging an 1S-volt drill around.

st?
a
-:(E

One great feature of a cordless impact
driver is its quick-change hex chuck.
This chuck makes it even easier to
switch bits than the keyless chuck on
a cordless drill. And as long as the bit
has a 1/q" hex shank with a groove in
it, you're good to go. Just a few of the
many bit options are shown at left.

Once your driver is equipped with
the proper bit, you'll be amazed by the

number of jobs this tool will handle.
Aside from driving long screws

the shed shown above), it also has the
torque to install big fasteners when
equipped with a nut driuer (Fig. l).

The compact design of the impact
driver is also a real asset when it comes
to drill ing or driving in tight spaces
(Fig.2).Ihis is a huge advantage when
you're working between floor joists or
wall studl just to name two examples.

A third use is driving fasteners into
concrete or metal (Fig. 3).In these
tough materials, the extra torque of
the driver proves invaluable.
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and more impressed with this com-

pact tool. For one thing, it had a great

variable-speed trigger. So even though

it lacked the clutch of a drill, it was

easy to sink screws perfectly by just

feathering the trigger. And because

the impact driver doesn't rvvist your

wrist like a drill does, I could drive

screws one-handed in many cases,

lettine the tool do all the work.

Long story short, I'm now a believer
in impact drivers.While this tool isnt
necessarily a replacement for your cord-
less drill, it makes a nice complement to
it - especially when it comes to
driving lots of(or large) fasteners.

For more ways an impact driver can
help with your home projects, see the
Box below.And turn to page 68 for our
in-depth review ofseven impact drivers.

Compression Spring
releoses to engoge the hommer when
motor experiences high torque lood

Moior Cooling
Housing Fon

As soon as I chucked up a bit and

started driving screws, my doubts

about these drivers disappeared.This

tool was the real deal when it came

to driving fasteners.

Big-Time Torque -'When it's

driving a screw an impact driver

seems to work like a drill at first. But

once the tool experiences the type of

resistance that usually makes a drill

twist around in your hand, the driver

kicks in with i ts ratcheting action

and delivers enormous torque to the

screwhead to drive it home.

Using an impact driver ended up

being a far different experience from

using a drill. For one thing, when

the ratcheting action kicked in, the

driver let me know it with a loud

"rat-tat-tat" sound. It was a little

alarming at first, almost as if some-

thing was wrong with it. But the

source of this noise is what gives the

tool its incredible driving power.

Specifically, what's going on inside

the tool is a compression spring is

turning a hammer, which in turn

strikes an anvil approximately 50

times a second (Illustration, right).This

is what creates the loud noise - but

it also creates rwice the torque of a

cordless drill to make driving even

large fasteners child's play.

Great Control - As the shed

started coming together, I grew more

AThe high torque generated by an impact
driver is great for big fasteners, such as lag
screws and bolts.

Anvil
turns os the hommer strikes it,
boosting the rototionol force of

the driver ond generoting
mossive torque ot the chuck

Removoble
BrushesShiker

Quick- Hommer
Chonoe hos two "strikers" thot
Chuci impoct the onvil up to

occepts 7n" 50 times o second os the
hex shonk hommer turns
bits ond

ollows eosy Swith hos vorioble speed
bit chonges for controlled driving

AWhen drill ing holes through floor joists
to run wir ing, the compact size of the
imoact driver makes it a natural.

Armofure

Heovy-Gouge
Wire

with soldered
connections

I An impact driver also excels at driving
fasteners into metal, or driving masonry
screws into concrete and cinder blocks.
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CORDTESS IMPACT
DRIVTRS

Hopefully, my shed-building expe-

rience has convinced you (as it did

me) that an impact driver is a viable

tool for your most demandi.rg p-j-

ects. But there's still the question of

which impact driver to choose.And

that's what this test is all about.

To find out which of these tools

drives better, faster, and longer than

the others, we took an up-close look

at seven 74.4-vok models (Bosch,

Craftsman, DeWalt, Hitachi, Makita,

Milwaukee, and Ridgid).

To get a sense ofhow each tool

would perform, we conducted sev-

eral tests, including driving all sorts

of large fasteners, dri l l ing holes,

testing battery life, and taking noise-

level readings (see Fig. 1, top right).

BOSCH
Model 23614

Virtues: Consistently faster
driving speeds and longer run-
times than the other drivers.
Features useful accessories and
a comfortable-to-use design.

Vices: Belt hook gets in the
way at times during use, but
it can be easily removed.

Verdict: Bosch takes our
"Editor's Choice" in a photo
finish over the Makita and
DeWalt. Great ergonomics, a
few extra features, a lower
price point, and faster drive
times make the difference.

www.BoschTools.com
877-267-2499

CRAFTSMAN
Model 11545

Virtues: Performed nearly as
strongly as the high-end drivers
in this test (and has some of
the same nice features) at
about half the price.

Vices: Not quite as compact
or comfortable as the more
expensive drivers. Slightly
slower driving times.

Verdict: Even for demanding
pro1ects, you won't be disap-
pointed in the power and
ability of the Craftsman. lt 's a
natural choice for the budqet-
minded tool buyer.

www.Craftsman.com
800-377-7414
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We also factored extra features,

ergonomics, and price into our final

recommendations.

Torque & Speed
One of an impact driver's big

strengths is driving large fasteners

(such as lag screws and long wood-

screws). And most impact driver

manufacrurers boast high torque and

RPM ratings for their tools to indi-

cate how well their drivers can really

do this. To see how each driver's

RPM and torque ratings would

equate with i ts performance in a

real-life situation, we conducted a

few simple tests.

First, we drilled pilot holes in a

pressure-treated 6x6 and drove 3/a"

x 5" lag screws, using a stop watch to

check times (Photo, IeJt). The goal

was to get an average ofeach drivert

speed.After an afternoon of driving

screws, we realized that all the drivers

were capable at this task, but some

(like the Bosch and Ridgid) were

consistentlyf ster than the others.

Then, to get a second opinion

on driving speed, we conducted

another test: driving masonry screws

into concrete blocks (Fig. 2). Not
surprisingly, the speed and power
recorded in this test closely mirrored
the results.of the first test.

Control
As mentioned earlier. these drivers

lack the clutch of a drill, which made

me wonder if they could drive screws

with the same level of control.

To find out, we drilled counter-

sunk holes and started drMng wood-

screws.'We found that if you don't

relax the triggeq these tools will drive

a screw right through a board.

Still, the triggers on most of them

are responsive enough that you can

get fast, accurate results by driving a

screw almost all the way into is coun-

tersink, and then just "feathering" the

trigger to seat it. It doesnt quite make

up for the convenience ofthe clutch

on a cordless drill, but itt close.

One thing we noted is that the

high RPM of some drivers (like the

Hitachi) made controlled driving

more dif f icult ,  and str ipping out

screwheads more common. The

Bosch, DeWalt, and Makita drivers

handled the task well.

AThe ratcheting action that helps an impact driver
create high torque also makes it very noisy. We used
a decibel meter to see just how noisy each tool was.

A Driving masonry screws into concrete is just one of
many applications at which an impact driver excels. We
drove a bunch to see which drivers were fastest.

DeWALT
Model DW054K-2

Virtues: Performance ano
ergonomics on par with the
Bosch and Makita. Also the
fastest at driving deck screws
and masonry screws.

Vices: A slightly higher price
point with fewer features than
the Bosch and Makita models.

Verdict: lf you're a DeWalt
loyalist, this tool is a good
addition to your arsenal. lts
strong performance and com-
fortable, ergonomic design
pushed it into the upper tier
of the tools we tested.

www.DeWalt.com
800-433-92s8

N E . C O M

HITACHI
Model  WH14DMR

Virtues: Comfortable, com-
pact, and eye-catching design;
a unique belt hook with a
buih-in L.E.D. light; and a very
competitive price.

Vices: The Hitachi stripped
out screwheads more fre-
quently than the other drivers
in our test.

Verdict: The Hitachi finished
in the middle of the pack
during most of our tool tests,
but its a good tool at a rea-
sonable price. lt would be a
fine addition to any shop.

www. H itach i PowerTools.com
800-829-4752
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A Driving 5 " -long lag screws into a 6x6, without pilol
holes, gave us an excellent opportunity to see how long
the batteries of these imoact drivers would last.

AAn L.E.D. l ight and glow-in-the-
dark ring make the Makita well dis-
posed to drill ing in dark locations.

Dril l ing
Drilling isn't the main use of an
impact driver, but in a pinch, it can
drill with twist bits as large as 1/4"

and spade bits as large as 1".The
ratcheting action of an impact driver
makes drilling slower, however.

To test their drilling capabilites,
we drilled holes in a pressure-treated
4x4.AIl ofthe driven did the job,but
some were consistently faster than
others.The Hitachi and DeWalt took
top honors here.

Battery life
The final test we conducted is a cru-
cial one if you're away from the
charger: How long will these drivers
work before the battery dies? To
determine this, we drove lag screws
into a 6x6, with reo pilot holes, until
a drop in power occurred (Fig. 3).

Most ofthe drivers handled many
screws before power took a severe
dip.The one notable exception was
the Ridgid, which faded signifi candy
faster than the others.

Accessories
Testing aside, we looked at a few
other considerations that enhance
or detract from the usefulness of
these impact drivers.

L.E.D. Light - One accessory
at first seemed like a gimmick, but it
turned out to be extremely useful,
and that's an L.E.D. light. Four of
the driven in our test had these lights
built into the design ofthe tool.The
lights on the Makita (Fig. 4) end
Craftsman are located direcdy below
the chuck.The light on the Bosch is
located near the base of the tool,
while the light on the Hitachi is
built into the belt hook (see belod.
All of the lights come in handy
when working in dark locations,
which happens more often than you
might think.

Belt Hook - The second acces-
sory included on rwo drivers @osch
and Hitachi) is a hook for hanging
it on your belt.The compact size of
an impact driver lends iself nicely to
carrying it around this way. The
Bosch hook seemed to get in the
way at times, but it was easy to
remove by taking out one screw.

MAKITA
/ , Model 6935FDWDE
' kG virtues: The most compact
.,".-* driver (tied with Hitachi), with

overal I performance consis-
tently near the top
throughout our testing.

Vices: A slightly higher price
with less features than the
comparable Bosch.

Verdict: This Makita driver is
a great tool, and it finished a
very close second behind the
Bosch for "Editor's Choice."
Its a little more expensive, but
you won't be the least bit dis-
appointed with it.

www.Makita.com
800-452-5482

MILWAUKEE
Model 9081-22

Virtues: Performed near the
top In most tests.

Vices: Heavier, longer; and
noisier than any of the other
drivers. Not as comfortable to
use over long periods of time.

Verdict The Milwaukee is
undoubtedly a solidly built
tool, but the design lacked
some of the refinement of
the other models. lts heavier
weight and longer barret
could be a liability at times,
and it's the most expensive
tool in the test.

www. M i lwaukeeTool.com
800-729-3878
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Ergonomics
The f inal consideration when

grading these drivers was design, or

ergonomics. In our opinion, the

Bosch, Hitachi, and Makita lead the

pack here.These tools have every-

thing you'd look for in a smart

design: soft rubber overmolds, a

handle that feels built for your hand,

and a compact barrel that fits into

tight spaces. Makita and Hitachi earn

bonus points here for being the most

compact drivers of the bunch.

Most of the other drivers are

nicely designed, as well, but lack a

few of the fine touches of the top

three.The Milwaukee is the heaviest

and longest of all the tools, but it

still performed solidly throughout

our testine.

Conclusion
All the impact drivers tested well,
but three in particular rose to the
top: Bosch, DeWalt, and Makita.The
Bosch's ability to deliver top-notch
performance at a lower price gives
it the edge for "Editor's Choice."

The honor of"TopValue" goes to
the Craftsman for its solid perform-
ance at a bargain price. tM

l{oise
(decibels)

o. Averoge time to drive 5" log screws into pressuretreoled pine 6x6. b, Averoge time to drive 3" mosonry screws into concrete block. c, Averoge time to drive 6" deck

screws into cedor 6x6. d. Averoge time to drill l " holes through pressuretreoted pine 4x4 with spode bit. e. Number of 5" log screws driven before bofery power dropped

TWO TOOTS IN ONE

lf you can't decide whether a
drill or impact driver best suits
your needs, then choose both.
This 1 5.6-volt Panasonic
EY6535GQWA ($300) features
both a keyless chuck (for drill
mode) and a quick-change hex
chuck (for impact mode). You
can switch modes with the
push of a button.

I put the Panasonic in a
head-to-head test with the
other drivers. While a little
slow in its driving times,
it worked well.We
found it appealing for
its ability to perform
the jobs of both tools.
For more information,
call 800-338-0552 or
visit Panasonic.com.

RIDGID
Model R82320

Virtues: Less expensive than
every driver but Craftsman.
Finished well in several speed-
driving tests. Highest torque.

Vices: Power faded faster in
the battery test than any
other driver - and the tool
comes with only one battery.

Verdict: At under $200, the
Ridgid is an appeal ing choice
for casual DlYers, but we
were concerned with how
fast the power faded during
our battery life test.

www.Ridgid.com
800-474-3M3
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Divider
Define your yard, increase privacy, and create a stunning

backdrop for  p lant ings wi th th is two-t ier  d iv ider Modular
construction makes it as easv to build as it  is attractive.

o increase the privacy in your yard (or to block
an undesirable view), a privacy fence seerhs like
the logical choice. But in many cases, a tall Gnce
isnt necessary.A more compact structure - an
outdoor screen ofsorts - could do thejobjust
as well.The problem is that most fence designs

dont translate well to this type of structure.And, frankly,
most privacy fences aren't designed for good looks.

A DividerThat Conquers - For all ofthese reasons,
I threw out the idea ofa conventional fence and built this
two-tier yard divider. It consists of tall and short decora-
tive panels that fit between 4x4 posts (Corctruction Details).
The tall ones create a visual barrier, but at 6-feet tall,
they don't tower over the yard.The short panels provide
a transition between the tall panels and the ground.

Modular Construction -This design also makes the
divider modular, so you can build as many tall or short
panels as you need.And you can build most of it in the
shop or driveway where you have flat worksurfaces.Then,
just set your posts, and install the panels (page 74).

Simple, SturdyJoinery -To ensure this project is easy
to build, we used straightforward joinery.The frames for
the panels fit together with dadoes to keep everything tight
and square. Most of the other connections are made with
butt joints and screws.

Finally, the divider is built to last a long time without
much maintenance. Most parts are made from rot-resistant
-Western 

red cedar that's coated with solid-color stain.
The posts, as well as the long stringers the slats attach to,
are built from pressure-treated pine for extra strength.
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Dodo
Joints

moke ponelj
strong ond

simple
to build

Modulor Conshuclion
with individuol ponels
mokes it eosy to build

o divider to suit your site

Toll Post Clodding
(l" x 5%" x71hl

Before You Build:
oGet oll necessory building permits
.Check rules regording restrictions on

fence heights ond locotions
oHwe underground utilities in your yord

morked to ensure you don't cut wires

or pipes when digging post holes

Consfrucfion Derqils
Overal l  Dimensions: 12'W x 12' D x 6' H

lottice Ponels

@
Post CoPs--- 

=-;.<-

cover exposed
endsofposts lQ

sX
: 1
t O

provide privocy
but still let light
ond oir ihrough

ponels in ploce @
Short Slots

(1 "x5%"x3572"1

Treobd Posts
fit into orovel-filled

holes, so /ou don't hove
io pour concrete lootings

@
End Post Clodding
lll/l-" x3r/2" x43"1

A loll Frome Ends 4 1V2" 3V2" 71Y2" ftdor N Short SloB 12 l u 51h" 35V2" (edor Deckinq

B Shon Frome [nds-High2 1Y2" 31/2" 71Y2" (edor o End Post 0oddinn 2 lV2" 3Y2" 43u (edor

c Shorl Frome [nds-[ow 2 lVz" 3Y2" 43 (edor P Toll Post 0oddinq 6 l u 5U1" 71V2" (edor Deckins

D Toll Frome Roik 4 l1/2" 3r/2" 70" (edor o Short Post 0oddins 4 l u 5r/t" 43u (edor De*ino

E Shorl trome Roih 2 1Y2" 3V2" 70" (edor R 0utside (orner MoldincI 3/l 3/1" 711/2" (edor

F Veficol Dividers 4 lY2" 31/2" l 6 u (edor 5 Inside (orner MoldincI l u l n 7l\h &dor Derking
G Slringers 8 1Y2" 7u 69' Treoled Pine T Souore Post (oo Bose I 3/l' 6/a" 63/{ (edor

H Ioll Posls 3 3Y2" 3V2" I  15 " Treoled Pine u Squore Post (op Top I 3/l' V/q" va (edor

Shorl Posls 2 3V2" 3V2" 86Y2" Ireoted Pine V Redonoulor (oo Sose 4 3/t" 63/t" 73/a" (edor

t lotlice Ponek 6 W l 5 u 22" Ploslk lotfke w Reclonoulor (op Top 4 3/1, 6U1" V/t" (edor

K Horizonlol Lotlke Slopr24 l u I 3/su 22" (edor Deckino .(5 lbs.l #8 x 2" Deck Screws
.(2 lbs.) #8 x2Vz" Deck Screws
.(40) 6d x2t/z" Golvonized Finish Noils

I Verlirsl lofli(e Sfops 24 l " l3/a" l 5 ' (edor Decking

M Toll Slots t 2 l u 5U4" 4V/2" (edor Deckinq
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lV2"

Vz" dep

Toll Frome End
llVz" x3lz" x7lVz"l

Toil F.9"
llVz" x3Vz"

llVz" x3Vz" x16"1

Shorr FPme Roil
x3Vz" x7o"l

SIZE YOUR PANELS
Whether it's tall or short, each panel

consists of a frame made of cedar

2x4s and pressure-treated stringers
(lllustrations, lqft).Before you can begin

bui lding the panels, you need to
figure out how long to make them.

I suggest that you make each
panel no more than 8-feet long to
prevent it from sagging. Plus, longer

boards can be hard to rnanage.

Also, size your panels in whole- or
half-foot increments. This simplifi es
fitting the slats, which you'll make
later from cedar deck boards. (They re

51l.1" wide, so one fits every 6", with
just the right gap between.)

I decided on two 6-foot long

panels (one tall, one short) for each
leg of the divider.

BUITD THE PANEL FRAMES
Construction begins with the panel

frarnes. The tal l  and short versions

are similar, but the tall one gets an

addit ional rai l ,  :rnd a few more

dadoes (Framc Views). First, cut the

frame ends (A, B, C), rails (D E), and

vertical dividers (F) from cedar 2x4s.

Next, cut the dadoes in the fr:rne

ends and the tall-panel rails. Then

drill countersunk holes and screw

the frame assenrblies toliether.

Beforc going any fartheq I stained

the frames usir-rg a chrk gray solid-

color exterior stair-r.

Next, cut the two stringers (G)

for each frme. The slats wil l  get

attached to these lrter. I strrted with

treated 2x8s and r ipped each one

down to 7" wide.Therr I drcssed e:rch

stringer up by cutting a notch with

rounded ends. (See Strirrccr Dctail rrtd
page 24.) Next, I ronte.d a decorative

45" char-ufer on the "show" side of
each stringer.

A f r - *  " r . ^ .  f i r r i sh  thel  u L r  I  ( r r r

strirrgers. (l r.rsed a cle:rr finish on these

to add a bit  nrore contrrst.) The.n

screw the stringen to the plr-rel liantes.

Note: The stringers ancl posts ;rre
made fronr pressLlre-treated lunrber,

so nrake sure to use screws rlted for

that material.

v)
Striiger

llVz" x7" x

Roils
x 70")

lg '
ffi,,
I l l  '?"
Ut+-
l,ll "'"Il
|t P
|t'
!l
liill-l r"
L-U-__:-

t
NOTE: All dodoes

ore IVz" wide,
Tz" deep

SHORT PANEL

69"1

31Y2"

FRAME (

llVz" x7" x69"1
Short Frome End-Low
11V2" x3Vz" x43"l

NOTE: Leove oosts
slightly long,

trim to length loter
Sfep 2: Set corner

post plumb, ond
broce in oosition

Step 3: Shim toll
. frome level.

Sl€p l: Locote
ond dig

post holes ond clomp
to corner posl

Step 4: Instoll this
posi, ond then

repeot for
odioining toll frome locolions

Sbp 7: Instoll
short ponel
fromes in

Strep 9: Trim
posts to length

Sfep 5: Fill
corner oost hole ond

two odioceni holes with grovet

Step 8: Set short posts, secure
fromes, ond fill post holes

some monner

ASet the corner post first, broce it plumb, ond fill the hole.
Clomp on o frome, shim it, ond check to moke sure it's squore.
Then set the next post ond screw the frome in ploce.

74

tAfter instolling the two toll fromes, plumb the posts ond fill
the holes with grovel. Next, odd the short fromes ond posts
using the some process. Then trim oll the posts to length.
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INSTATL PO5T5 & FRAMES
With all four panel frames complete,

it was time to dig post holes and

start raising the divider.

The posts need to be sunk into

holes that extend below the frost

line. In my area, that's 42" deep.

The posts (H, I) are made from

treated 4x4s.'When first installed,

they're left extra long.To determine

this length, add the depth of the hole

to the height ofa panel end.Then

add 41/2" for the gap between the

ground and the lowest stringer. I

started with posts cut to 8-feet and

10-feet long.
'With 

the posts cut, erect the

divider, following the Posl E Frame

Ins tallatio n S e quence, b elow.

ADD THE IATTICE PANETS
The lattice panels that sit in the top

portions of the tall frames add a dis-

tinctive look to this yard divider

(Lattice Panel View, ight).These are

made up of 1/+"-thick lattice panels

fl) held between lattice stops (K, L).

I made the panels from plastic

lattice. It doesn't rot and rs verv easv

to cut.

The lattice stops are narrow strips

that are chamGred and then mitered

to fit into the panel frarnes (I-attice

PanelViau and Ittttice Denil).To make

them, I started with pieces of 5/4

cedar decking. I first cut them about

7-feet long and r ipped off the

rounded edges. Then I chamfered

each edge ofthe board. Next, I ripped

a strip from each edge. I repeated the

process to make more stops.

LATTICE PANET VIEW

Once the strips are cut, go ahead

and apply stain to them. I used a

l ight gray sol id-color stain.

Now miter the stops to length

to fit the openings. Drill pilot holes

in the stops, and then mount the

stops and latt ice, as shown in the

Lattice Detailbelow.

@
Horizoniol

Deck Screw

(

.v/

e
Verticol

un9pon"l
[/t" xl5" x22"1

# 8 x 2 "
Deck Screw \

llgn x3/tr

aa
fl
6
.'n
V,

a
,4
Vaaa

,Step I I: clue
ond noil

posi cops to
tops of posts
(see poge 76)

Siep l0: Screw
cloddino to

- 
""posed 

foces'of 
posts

(see poge 76J

Siep 13: Instoll lottice
ponels ond stops
(see Loftice Detoil)

Strep 14: Fosten toll ond
short slots to stringers

with #8 x 2" deck screws

lThe next step is lo instoll clodding, cops, ond molding. /See
poge 76 for detoils.) In oddition to covering the treoted
posts, these pieces odd decorotive occents to the divider.

lTo complete the divider, mount the lottice ond stops so the
lottice is centered on the roils. Moke the slots from cedor
decking (poge 76), ond then ottoch them to the stringers.
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A simple iig mokes beveling the post cop tops eosy.
l t 's iust o piece of t /2" plywood with o "heel"
ottoched. A toll ouxiliory fence supports the iig.

CTADDING AND CAPS

ADD THE SIATS
To pLrrrrp up the "priv:rcy" part o[

this divider, I added slats (M, N) to

enclose the panels (see Illustration on
pagc 73).They're cut to length from
5/4 cedar deck boards. I stained them

before screwing therrr to the srringers.
To ensure consistent gaps between

the slats, I inserted 7 /6"-thick spacers

bctween them during installation.

CLAD THE POSTS
The palrel franres cover two faces of
eacl.r ffeated post.To hide the exposed
faces, add sonre pieces of cladding
(Claddin,q and Caps, bclou,).

First,  cut two pieces of end post

cladding (O) from cedar 2x4 mate-

r ial.  Then stain this to r.natch the
p:rncl fran-res. Screw these pieces to
the outer edges ofthe end posts (scc

Illustration on pagc 73).
Ncxt, cut post face cladding (1,,

Q) to length from nrore of the cedar
clecking. These pieces get stained
to nratch the slats, then screwed to
tl-re e'xposed faces of the posts so that
tl.rey overlap the frante ends with

an cclurl reveal along each edge (scc
Stcp 10 on pqqc 75).

On the outside of the corner
post, the deck boards are too wide.

So just r ip one edge off each piece

(Corner Detai l) .  An outside corner
molding (R) fits between the pieces

to close the gap.

Also add an inside corner moiding
(S), as shown in the Corner Detail.To

make this, first rip a straight edge on

a piece of decking. Rout a 34" cove,

and then rip the molding free.

CAP IT OFF
To dress up the divider, I added caps

atop each post (Cladding and Caps).
Because of the way the frames

lrount to the posts, the corner post

ends up shaped slightly di{ferently
frorn the others. So it gets a square

cap, while the others are rectangular.

Regardless of shape, both caps
consist ofa base and a top that are cut
to size, profiled, then glued together
(Cap Detai l) .  Start by cutt ing the
square cap base and top (T, U), as
well  as the rectangular cap base

and top (V, W) to size from cedar
1xtl  material.

Then, to complete the cap bases,
rout a 1/3" roundover around the
upper edges and a 3/s" cove around

the lower edges.

The tops get a wide bevel cut on
each edge.This is accomplished rnost

easi ly at the table saw. The only
problem is the pieces are too small to
safely pass by the blade on edge. So
I rrrade a sinrplejig (Pltont, top lc;ft).

After that, you can glue up the

caps, stain ther-n, and secure them to
the posts with construction adhe-

sive rnd g.r lvarr izcd 6nish nl i ls. tH

@)-.
Rectoi-gulor \

Cop Top
l3/t" x6th" xV/q"l

6dx2Vz"
Golvonized Finish Noils

--{-
Outside Corner

Molding
l3/t" x3/t" x7lVz"l

Inside Corner
Molding
( 1 "  x  l  "
xTlVz"l Rectongulor

Cop Bose
l3/4" x63/a" x73h"l

@
Toll Posi
Clodding
(1"  x  5%"
xTlVz"l

4
2

)

I
2

N
\

\

\
IF\

\

\

3/t" .Outside Corner Molding

over

NOTE:
Attoch

molding
wilh

6 d x 2 h "

+ F-I7'?'r+l
^l4
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TOOL

Benchtop tools have always been

about comprornise. In exchange for

a tool that fits your limited space

arrd/or budget, you give up up a litde

bit in the construction of the tool.

In the case of a benchtop jointer,

those compromises have historically

been less cutring capacity (4" is pretry

standard for the category), shorter

beds (making it a challenge to work

with long boards), and less robust con-
struction (stamped aluminum parts

iustead of cast iron are the norm).

This new benchtop jointer from
Palnrgren, however, feels less like a

conrpromise and more like a tool that's
lnearlt to work big in a small space.

Jointer Details - First of all, the
jointer boasts a ful l  6118" cutt ing

capaciry which puts it on par with
nrany popular floor models.

Secondly, the infeed and ouGed

tables offer a combined length ofjust
over 27".That's about 3" longer than

other benchtop models. And while

three inches doesnt sound like a lot,

every little bit counts when you're

trying to control a long board.

On the other hand, this is still
r ieal ly 20" shy of a typical f loor

model jointer, so

not al l  of the

compromise has

been removed

from this tool.

Finally, the

Palmgren has

enough cast iron in it to build about
four typical benchtop tools.The base,

tables, and fence are all cast iron on

this model. This gives the tool an
impressive mass that dampens vibra-

t ion, which lends i tself  to better
quality cuts.

Impressions - When we meas-

ured the machined surfaces for flatnes,

we did find a slight dip in the fence,

but nothing that would impact the

accuracy of the cuts. More meaningfirl

is that the fence adjusted easily and
locked securely in both the 45o and

90o positions.'We were also pleased

with the quality of cuts from the rwo

high-speed steel knives.

Changing the knives, on the other

hand, is a bit of a nuisance.'Where

most jointers use pins or magnets to
hold the knives in the proper align-

ment as you secure them, this jointer

relies on the old-fashioned straieht-

AChip ond dust control  ore buih
r ight into the Polmgren iointer.
The motor impeller creotes oir-
flow thot directs the woste into o
con or bog.

edge-across-the-tables method. This
is an unfortunate compromise that

would have been easily remedied.

The fence adjusments are pretfy

standard, with locking levers that

control both the position and angle

of the fence (Fig 1).To adjust the
infeed table height (which sets the

depth of cut),  the jointer has a

threaded knob. This makes super-

fine adjustments very achievable.

The most unique quality of the
jointer, however, is an integral dust

collection system. Called "dusnrp" by
the manufacturer, the system uses the

airflow created by the motor impeller

to direct dust and chips into either a
nash can orbag.Even the most expen-
sive stat ionary jointers require an

external vacuum source to remove

the voluminous dust and chip piles

inevitably created by the tools.

The jointer sells for about 9260 on
Anrazon.conr. making it competicicive

with other benchtop models and sig-
nificandy less than stationary tools.

Visit Palnrgren.corr or call 800-621-
6145 for more information. t[
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o little iointer thot
WORKS BIG

A Polmgren's use of cost i ron
extends oll the woy into the fence
brocket, which houses the locking
levers for odiusting the fence.

I  The infeed toble height is
odiusted with o threoded knob
insteod of o lever for better con-
trol ond finer odiustments.
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PRODUCTS

Blqck & Decker
PROJECT MATE

With the new ProjectMate from
Black & Decker in your tool collec-
tion, there's no need to drag out the
hear,y-dury tools for light-duty jobs.

The ProjectMate is a lighrweight,
corded, multi-tasking tool that
quickly converts from drill/driver
to scraper to sander.

Of course, the ProjectMate isn't
intended to replace any ofthose ded-
icated tools for heavy-duty work, but
for small projects or light repairs
around the house, this could easily
become your go-to tool.

Scraping - The scraper head
uses rvvo types of blades.The first, a
claw-shaped blade, removes paint
quickly without the need for harsh
chemicals (Photo, right).

The second type ofblade looks
more like a pury knife. There are
three blades ofthis tvpe included with

A A simple, sel f-ol igning geor
system mokes heod chonges
quick ond hosslefree.

A This scroper heod removes
thick point quickly with o shorp-
ened, double-edged blode.

the ProjectMate in various thicknesses
and widths. These blades are excel-
lent at removing unwanted caulk or
glue or even popping offold tile.

Sanding - The sanding head is an
adaptation of Black & Decker! pop-
ular Mouse sander and accepts all the
accessories for that tool. This means
you can adapt it to a wide variery of
sanding and polishingjobs.As it is, this
head features a narrow point for
reaching into tight spaces. The head
can also be connected to a vacuum
for dust-free sanding (Photo, aboue).

Drilling and Driving - The
drill/driver head features a simple,
keyless chuck that makes changing
bits tool-free and quick. The chuck
accepts hex-shank bits and can drill
up to a 1/4" diameter hole.This makes
the ProjectMate perfect for tasks like
installing a towel bar (Photo, above),
hanging curtain rods, or replacing
Jight switches and oudet face plates.

Transforming - Changing
heads on the ProjectMate is a simple

A A rondomorbit oction mokes
the ProjectMote sonder perfect for
point removol ond surfoce prep.

A The ProiectMote is ideol for
drilling smoll pilot holes ond then
driving o screw to ottoch fixtures.

matter of depressing a locking button
at the front of the tool, pulling one
head ofl and snapping another one
on (Photo,leJt).

The ProjectMate sells for about
$70 and includes everything shown
in the Photo, above.

For more information on the
ProjectMate, visit the company's
website at BlackandDecker.com or
call 800-544-6986.
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PRODUCTS

Kreg Tool's Precision
BAND sAM FENCE
The latest additions to Kreg Tool's
l ine of precision shop accessories
(which previously included a miter
gauge and miter saw track system)
are an impressive band saw fence
and some key accessories.The fence
was designed with help from band
saw guru Mark Duginske.

The basic kit ($120) includes a
rigid extruded aluminum fence, a
mounting track with measuring
scale, a magnifying-lens cursor, and
mounting hardware.The track is pre-
drilled to fit most popular 14" band
saws, including Jet, Delta, Grizzly,
General. and others.

We mounted the fence on our
Delta band saw in about 10 minutes.
including an optional micro-adjuster
($15) and resaw guide ($18).

The Gnce slides smoothly on its
rails and locks down solidly.We also
appreciate being able to adjust the
fence for drift when resawing. The
micro-adjuster was especially valuable
forpositioning the Gnce precisely 34"

from the blade when cutting a curved
chair back (Main Photo).

For more information on the
Kreg Precision Band Saw Fence and
accessories, visit KregTicol.com or
call 800-447-8638.

A Kreg's new Precision Bond
Sow Fence is rock solid ond
eosy to odiust. Adding o
microodiuster (lnset) mokes it
oll the more occurote.

A Three sproy potterns ond vorioble flow control
moke it eosy to diol in the Fine Sproy 2400 for ony
finishing prolect, indoors or out.

88

With Wogne1 HVLP Meons
HIGH VALUE, LOW PRICE

Okay, so HVLP actually stands for
"HighVolume, Low Pressure." But
'Wagner's 

Fine Spray 2400 might
have you rethinking that acronym.

We did some test spraymg to get a
feel for the three pattern settings on
the nozzle and found the application
and control to be first-rate. We also
achiwed excellent resuls when staining
a set of outdoor furniture (Photo,lcfi).

The Fine Spray 2400 comes with
a 1,1 /z-quxt plastic container, 1-quart
metal container,20 feet of hose, and
a viscosity cup to help achieve the
perfect finish weight.

Now consider that all ofthis only
costs $100, and all ofa sudden, spray
finishing is affordable to everyone.

Visit WamerSoravtch.com or call
800-328-825 1 for more information.
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one woodworker's ulti mate

WINECABINET
To create th is stunning

wine cabinet,  Minnesota

woodworker Mark Laub

uncorked hrs creat ive ju ices

and poured them into the

project by the bottleful

1- r ine  w ines  deserve  a  t i t t ing

l-{ hotn., and tbw bott les could
I -  f ind  a  honre  t lne l  th l r r  th is

cabinet built by woodworker Mark

Laub. It incorporates a halidozer-r

woods, brass, copper, and glass with

an arr^y of woodworking techniques.

Most obvious anlong these tech-

niques is the marquetry used to

create the vines. They're made by

cutting individual pieces ofveneer to

various shapes and then inlaying

them in the solid wood.

But itt the curves that take this

cabinet to a higher level.You can see

them in the arcs of the legs and rails,

but you might not notice that the

encire cabinet is curved.To accentuate

this, the three cases that "float"over

the base are wedge-shaped andjoined

by hand-cut dovetaiis.

This level of detai l  continues

inside the cabinet, with inlays,

carving, and still more curves.To see

more of Markt fine work, go to his

website, MarkL:rub. corn. tffi
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